
MINUTES 

MONTANA SENATE 
53rd LEGISLATURE - REGULAR SESSION 

COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS , INDUSTRY 

Call to Order: By J.~. Lynch, Chair, on January 29, 1993, at 
10:10 a.m. 

ROLL CALL 

Members Present: 
Sen. J.~. Lynch, Chair (D) 
Sen. Chris Christiaens, Vice Chair (D) 
Sen. Betty Bruski-Maus (D) 
Sen. Delwyn Gage (R) 
Sen. Tom Hager (R) 
Sen. Ed Kennedy (D) 
Sen. Terry Klampe (D) 
Sen. Francis Koehnke (D) 
Sen. Kenneth Mesaros (R) 
Sen. Daryl Toews (R) 
Sen. Bill Wilson (D) 

Members Excused: Senator Harding 

Members Absent: Senator Rea 

Staff Present: Bart Campbell, Legislative Council 
Kristie Wolter, Committee Secretary 

Please Note: These are summary minutes. Testimony and 
discussion are paraphrased and condensed. 

committee Business summary: 
Hearing: HB 108, HB 120, SB 218 

Executive Action: None. 

Announcement: 

Chair Lynch assigned a three member subcommittee to review SB 18 
and to work with the insurance industry and the Insurance 
Commissioners office. The members of the subcommittee are 
Senator Wilson (Chair), Senator Klampe, Senator Gage. They are 
to coordinate with the insurance commissioners office and see if 
they can coordinate the requests of the Insurance Commissioner 
into SB 18. 

Chair Lynch then asked the members of the audience to go through 
HB 108 and HB 120 as rapidly as possible to save time for the 
hearing on SB 218 which will have many opponents and proponents. 
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HEARING ON HB 108 

Opening statement by Sponsor: 

Representative Bergasagel opened on HB 108 stating there is a 
question in the existing law as to whether or not members of the 
Boards of Directors of Cooperatives may buy health insurance for 
the members of the Boards. He stated HB 108 says it will be 
possible. 

Proponents' Testimony: 

Jay Downen, Montana Electric Cooperative Association, Great 
Falls, stated a question has arisen about insurance benefits and 
whether or not the benefits may be provided as compensation for 
members of boards of the rural cooperatives (co-ops). Mr. Downen 
stated insurance benefits are currently provided as per diem if 
the co-op and the members choose to do so. Mr. Downen stated HB 
108 would make it so the members of the board could provide the 
insurance without having to claim it under the per diem section 
of the fiscal report. He urged the Committee's favorable 
consideration of HB 108. 

Ray Cebulski, Missoula Electric Cooperative, stated HB 108 would 
allow for compensation for the investment of time the members of 
the board have put into the co-ops. He asked the Committee's 
support of HB 108. 

Allen Martinell, R~nch owner, Dell, MT, stated his support of HB 
108 and supplied written testimony and notes (Exhibit #1). 

Opponents' Testimony: 

David Kasten sent correspondence and is noted as an opponent to 
HB 108 (Exhibit #2). 

Representative Betty Lou Kasten submitted proposed amendments to 
HB 108 and is noted as an opponent to HB 108 as it stands 
(Exhibit #3) . 

Questions From committee Members and Responses: 

Senator Lynch asked Representative Bergasagel about page 2 and 
why the House passed HB 108 to be amended to say the members of 
the co-op cannot vote on whether the members of the Board should 
have insurance as a form of compensation. Representative 
Bergasagel stated the board of directors approve all kinds of 
larger costs. The health insurance is a smaller part of the 
decisions which are made. Rep. Bergsagel stated HB 108 was 
amended because the board of directors of a co-op would not vote 
in any measure which would jeopardize their position on the 
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Senator Gage asked Rep. Bergsagel about any date other than 
October 1, 1993 on HB 108 which he might desire. Rep. Bergsagel 
answered the date was acceptable. Sen. Gage referred to 
sUbsection 5, line 1 and 2 and if there were other employee 
benefits which would be covered by HB 108. Rep. Bergsagel 
answered there are federal statutes which dictate what a trustee 
of a cooperative may receive. Jay Downen stated the federal 
statute and the IRS code prohibit any other kind of benefit. 

Closing by Sponsor: 

Representative Bergsagel closed stating many co-ops have already 
provided insurance benefits for their directors and the purpose 
of HB 108 is to clarify any question as to whether it is legal to 
provide those benefits. He stated the cooperatives would like to 
be up front with the people and stop hiding behind the per diem 
compensation. He urged the Committee's consideration on HB 108. 

HEARING ON HB 120 

Opening statement by Sponsor: 

Rep. Mason, House District 63, stated HB 120 assures rural 
electric cooperatives would have the right to continue economic 
development activities. HB 120 adds 2 lines on page 2 as an 
enabling act "for the purpose allowable under the federal 
administration including rural economic development activities." 

proponents' Testimony: 

Bill Chapman, General Manager of the Glacier Electric 
Cooperative, Cutbank Montana, stated his cooperative is concerned 
with what has happened in their service territory with the 
declining tax base, the loss of jobs, businesses closing and high 
unemployment and have tried to do something about the situation. 
The cooperative got involved in the development of an economic 
development organization which would help improve the economic 
base of the co-op. He asked the Committee to support HB 120. 

Jay Downen, General Manager, Electric Cooperative Association 
stated his support of HB 120 for clarification of the statutes as 
they stand. 

Joel May Barker supplied testimony in support of HB 120 (Exhibit 
#4) • 

Opponents' Testimony: 

None. 
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Questions From committee Members and Responses: 

None. 

closing by sponsor: 

Rep. Mason asked the support of the Committee on HB 120 and added 
Senator Christiaens would carry HB 120 in the Senate. 

HEARING ON SB 218 

opening Statement by sponsor: 

Senator Kennedy opened on SB 218, reading from prepared testimony 
(Exhibit #5). 

Proponents' Testimony: 

Mark Eichler, President, Montana Pharmaceutical Association, 
stated the pharmacists have embraced a standard of care as'a 
standard of practice which relates to pharmaceutical care. He 
stated the standard of practice involves judgements and decisions 
to avoid, initiate, continue or discontinue drug therapy. He 
stated part of the pharmaceutical care is the personalized 
service which is received from the pharmacist and the counseling 
which they are required to give by the state. He stated the best 
way to provide the standard of care and the services is through a 
pharmacist. Mr. Eichler said while mail order pharmacies provide 
pharmacy services, he didn't feel they provided pharmacy care. 
Mr. Eichler asked the Committee to give the people of Montana the 
right to choose the personal quality of care without a penalty. 
He also asked that mail order pharmacies be regulated by the same 
rules and regulations as the pharmacies in Montana are regulated 
by. 

Greg Deschene, Pharmacist, Butte, Montana, stated 10% of all 
prescriptions last year were home delivered with a predicted 
increase of 25%. He stated mail order services work by bidding 
on contracts from third party providers with the largest mail 
order profits coming from large corporations such as Mobil Oil, 
Alcoa, General Motors and General Electric. Mr. Deschene stated 
the mail order companies say they will keep health care costs at 
a managed care low. He stated the mail order pharmacies have 
different buying practices than a home pharmacy and supplied 
handouts with the cost differences between the two (Exhibit #6 
and #7) pointing out the prices are approximately the same. Mr. 
Deschene added if a regular pharmacy was able to buy their drugs 
as cheaply as the mail order pharmacy, the regular pharmacy would 
have more savings. Mr. Deschene referred to a study done on 
General Motors and stated there have been no savings on mail 
order prescriptions. Mr. Deschene stated a Montana pharmacy has 
personal service 24 hours a day while a mail order pharmacy 
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sometimes has nobody around after 5:00 p.m. Mr. Deschene closed 
saying Montana Laws are made for Montana and don't apply to 
anyone else and the Montana pharmacy laws are made for the 
benefit of the Montana people, and there are out-of-state 
pharmacies 'making money off of Montana's people and not paying 
any state taxes. 

William Fitzgerald, Pharmacist, Great Falls, Montana, read from 
prepared testimony in support of SB 218 (Exhibit #8). 

Jerry stoick, Pharmacist, Kalispell, Montana, stated local 
pharmacies are necessary for emergency needs of patients and 
short term need of maintenance medications which the mail order 
companies take two weeks to provide. Mr. stoick stated some of 
the mail order medication doesn't look the same as what was 
supplied at the local pharmacy and many people come in to check 
if the medication is correct. He stated the local pharmacies get 
to "pick up all the pieces" while not doing a major part of the 
business. He added mail order pharmacies will supply a three 
months supply of medication while most doctors are reluctant to 
write a prescription for a three months supply. 

Dwayne Krueger, Pharmacist, Columbia Falls, Montana pointed out a 
case where mail order pharmacy caused a tragic death in Idaho. 
Mr. Krueger stated a woman had an insurance program which would 
only pay her pharmacy benefit if the drugs were ordered through a 
mail order pharmacy. This woman was to have received Prednisone, 
an anti-inflammatory, and she was sent Cumadin, which is a blood 
thinner. Most physicians prescribe Cumadin only after testing it 
on the patient for a few weeks, and then running a test once a 
month on the patient. The woman received enough Cumadin to cause 
a brain hemorrhage which resulted in her death. Mr. Krueger 
stated these consequences must be considered with mail order 
pharmacies which don't have the personal care and follow up of a 
local pharmacy. 

Wayne Hedman, Owner, Bitterroot Drug, Hamilton, Montana, stated 
pharmaceutical care is a commodity and a profession. He stated 
the pharmacies are only involved in the therapeutic outcome of 
drugs for the patients good health. Mr. Hedman continued by 
saying a positive therapeutic outcome is a combination of the 
correct drug and counseling by the local pharmacist. He stated 
the pharmacist at the time of filling the order will tell the 
patient which drugs not to mix and will make sure the patient 
knows how to take their medications. 

Paul Odegard, Registered Pharmacist, submitted a letter in 
support of SB 218 (Exhibit #9). 

Dan Severson, Pharmacist, Stevensville, Montana, encouraged the 
committee to pass SB 218. Mr. Severson stated the most important 
part of SB 218 is the safety aspect and pointed out the "myth of 
the savings of mail order services." He supplied the committee 
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with a list of prices from mail order pharmacies and his pharmacy 
(Exhibit #10). He stated the prices at his pharmacy were 4% 
cheaper than the mail order drug, plus the prescriptions are 
available on demand at his pharmacy. Mr. Severson added he had 
complaints from some of his elderly clients because they miss the 
convenience of a local pharmacy. They had been forced to use 
mail order pharmacies. He also called one of the mail order 
pharmacies and asked what their pharmacy to technician ratio was. 
The response was 1 pharmacist to 6 technicians. Mr. Severson 
stated the Montana ratio is 1 to 1 which provides for a better 
standard of care. 

Carl Wallita, Pharmacist, western Drug, asked the Committee to 
consider the rural communities in Montana which are losing their 
pharmacies as a result of mail order pharmacies. He stated this 
takes taxes out of the communities as well as removing health 
care in the areas. He added a large number of groups in the 
Billings area have, in the last 60 days, switched to mail order 
pharmacies, taking a significant amount of tax dollars from the 
state. He asked the Committee to apply the mail order companies 
to the same laws and rules as the local companies. 

Terri Wolfgram, Owner, Bungalow Drug, Bozeman, Montana asked the 
Committee to pass SB 218 and stated her concern about the 
inequality of regulations which in-state pharmacies must abide by 
and the mail order pharmacies don't. 

Erica Wolfgram, Accountant, Bungalow Drug, Bozeman, Montana 
stated her support of SB 218. She stated her pharmacy is open 6 
days a week and on-call 7 days a week, and that service is not 
provided by a mail order service. She provided an advertisement 
stating the hours of a mail order service on it (Exhibit #11). 

Darlene Ellisberg, Owner of Valley Drug and Stevensville Family 
Pharmacy, Stevensville, Montana, stated many of the patients of 
their pharmacies are elderly and become over medicated because 
they order from mail order pharmacies. The drugs are the same, 
but look different and the people take all of them because they 
aren't sure. She urged the passage of SB 218. 

Bob Celandy, Pharmacist, Safeway, stated he owned a pharmacy in 
Hungry Horse which was closed because of the switching of the 
local area employees to mail order pharmacies. 

Tip Kurtis, University of Montana Pharmacy Student, stated it is 
very important there are people in contact with the patients 
receiving drugs because of the complicated nature of todays drugs 
and the possible drug interactions which can be dangerous. 

Linda Hopingardner, Pharmacist, Hamilton, stated there are at 
least 5 patients per day who are retired government workers who 
are subject to mail order pharmacies. She says the clients are 
angry because they have lost their freedom of choice. She stated 
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her support of SB 218 to help the people so they won't be 
penalized if they chose their local pharmacy over mail order. 

Jeanine O'Conner, Pharmacist, stated she is in support of SB 218 
and is appearing on behalf of her customers. 

Jim O'Conner, Pharmacist, voiced his support of SB 218. 

Paul Middleton, Pharmacist, Western Drug, Billings, Montana, 
stated 20% of his job is counseling, some of which is on over
the-counter drugs. He stated the mail order pharmacies are 
eroding the bases of the retail pharmacies, but don't supply the 
counseling or the benefits of a professional helping them to make 
a choice. 

John Bruton, Owner, Hamilton Pharmacy, Hamilton, Montana stated 
his support of SB 218. 

Bonnie Tippy stated her support of SB 218 and assured the passage 
of SB 218 would not be unconstitutional. 

opponents' Testimony: 

Lars Erikson, Secretary Montana State Carpenters Health and 
Welfare, representing 1000 carpenters and their families stated 
they instituted a mail order drug program as a convenience to the 
members. He stated the mail order pharmacy is "in addition to" 
retail pharmacies. He stated it gives the members the ability to 
purchase up to 90 days worth of drugs and the convenience of not 
having to travel into town. Mr. Erikson stated there have been 
some savings to the members because the members don't have to pay 
the deductible, but a flat fee for a 90 day supply of $5 
(generic) or $12 (non-generic). 

Pam Egan, Montana AFL-CIO read from prepared testimony (Exhibit 
#12) and a handout of the promotional material from the Health 
Needs Service (Exhibit #13). 

Tom Hopgood, Health Insurance Association of America, stated SB 
218 would deny the mail order pharmacies the ability to provide 
the best service, most efficiently at the lowest cost. He stated 
the insurance industry is concerned with the cost of health care 
and does not support SB 218. 

Kip Smith, Director of Development of the Montana Primary Care 
Association stated the association had no problems with the 
quality of care or level of care provided by existing Montana 
pharmacies. He added the association feels local service, if 
available, is better. He stated SB 218 would do the appropriate 
things, but the impact would be on the cost and access to 
prescriptions for the elderly and rural Montanans. He stated SB 
218 may cause mail order pharmacies to increase the costs of 
their drugs which would result in an increase in health care 
costs for Montanans. 
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Kevin McRea, Union Representative, Montana Federation of Teacher, 
Montana Federation of State Employees, and the Montana Federation 
of Health Care Employees stated the members of these unions have 
an option for reduced health care costs through the use of mail 
order pharmacies. He stated the mail order programs wouldn't be 
used if they didn't work. 

Darryl Holzer, representing Montana State AFL-CIO emphasized the 
AFL-CIO has no problem with the pharmacists in the state of 
Montana, but the objective is to cap health care costs and 
provide an option to the members. He stated the AFL-CIO would 
never support any legislation which would jeopardize any citizen 
in the State or the country. 

Diana Dowling, representing the Montana State Legislative 
Committee and the AARP, supplied the Committee with a letter 
packet addressing the c'oncerns in SB 218 (Exhibit #14). She 
stated SB 218 was unnecessary, it would be anti-consumer 
legislation and it would violate the Interstate Commerce Clause. 
She also stated the passage of SB 218 wouldn't dispel the myth of 
lower prices, it wouldn't start up a mail order business in 
Montana, it wouldn't allow the pharmacies to purchase the drugs 
at a lower cost and it wouldn't make out-of-state pharmacies pay 
Montana taxes. 

Delbert Konnor, Executive Vice President, American Managed Care 
Pharmacy Association, preceeded his presentation with a letter 
sent to the Committee on January 27 addressing SB 218 (Exhibit 
#15). He also read from and provided written testimony (Exhibit 
#16). Throughout his testimony he referred to various articles 
and hand outs which he provided and are as follows: 

Exhibit #17 

Exhibit #18 

Exhibit #19 

Exhibit #20 

Exhibit #21 

"Answers to common Charges Against Managed 
Care Pharmacy", Delbert D. Konnor. 

State of Maine, 114th Legislature, First 
Regular Session, "Cost containment for 
Prescription Drugs - A Report of the Joint 
Standing Committee on Business Legislation", 
December 1989. 

Testimony regarding prescription drug prices 
and referring to the Pharmacy Times, the 
American Druggist and the Lilly Digest 
publications for quotes on prices. 

"A Cost Analysis of Three State Mandates to 
Regulate the Provision of Prescription Drug 
Benefits", prepared for The Health Insurance 
Association of America by the Wyatt Company. 

"The Clinical Role of the Community 
Pharmacist - Case Studies", Office of 
Inspector General. 
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Exhibit #23 

Exhibit #24 

Exhibit #25 
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"Evaluation of Consumer Opinions of 
Prescription Drug Services from Community and 
Mail Order Pharmacies", conducted by the 
Center for Pharmacy Management and Research, 
the University of Tennessee College of 
Pharmacy, Kenneth B. Roberts, MBA, Ph.D., 
Walter Fitzgerald, M.S. J.D., June 2, 1986. 

Report of the Board of Trustees regarding 
Mail Service Pharmacy. 

"Mail Order Prescriptions - A Report by the 
Joint study Committee", senator Harmon 
Cropsey, Chair Person, November 1988. 

Promotional material regarding mail order 
pharmacies for the Government Employees 
Hospital Association (GEHA). 

Promotional material regarding mail order 
pharmacies regarding GEHA. 

The following people are also noted as opponents to SB 218: 

Patricia Reynolds, Marion, Montana 

Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Strodtbeck, Kalispell, Montana 

Steve Machado, Whitefish, Montana 

Betty W. Stevens, Neal Stevens and Penny stevens, Lakeside, 
Montana. 

Dale Lauman, Somers, Montana 

Markson Yde, Kalispell, Montana 

Joe Bahurski, Kalispell, Montana telephoned Senator Lynch in 
opposition to SB 218. He stated mail order pharmacies cut his 
bills by 90%, helped him to stay healthy and to keep his job. He 
stated SB 218 does not help the citizens of Montana. 

Also submitted in opposition to SB 218 are a letter from the 
Prescription Managements Services Incorporated (Exhibit #27) and 
correspondence from Thrift Drug, Incorporated (Exhibit #28). 

Questions From committee Members and Responses: 

Senator Klampe referred to the study done by the State of 
Michigan and read the following quote: 

"Do mail order prescriptions actually result in any 
cost savings to the payer?" 
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He then asked Mr. Konnor for comments on the findings that though 
mail order pharmacies were less expensive on per-unit cost, total 
costs to the buyer was greater. Mr. Konnor stated the study 
referred to was the Sieben study done in 1986 which was faulty in 
its economic analysis. He stated when third party programs were 
initiated, one of the reasons for switching to mail order 
operations was because of economies of scale and the ability to 
provide a differential in price. Mr. Konnor stated what the 
third parties did not anticipate was the increase in utilization 
which increased the price. Mr. Klampe asked Mr. Konnor if it was 
true the physicians prescribing the drugs are less capable of 
monitoring their patients on a local level than the pharmacists 
from a mail order house. Mr. Konnor replied that fact wasn't 
true. Mr. Klampe asked Mr. Konnor if he was saying the patients 
are not receiving the proper dosage. Mr. Konnor stated in the 
past, before third party programs in which patients had to pay 
for their own prescriptions, the patients did not always have the 
money to buy the prescriptions. The patients would then ask 
which prescription they absolutely needed and buy only those ones 
they could afford. He continued to say in the third party 
programs, the patients can afford them all which increases 
utilization which then increases the cost of all programs. 

Senator Christiaens asked Mr. Konnor how a mail order pharmacist 
explains the effects of the medication as is required by law. 
Mr. Konnor stated it is given in written form or orally through 
the telephone. Senator Christiaens asked about the situation of 
an elderly person having many prescriptions to remember and how 
the system would work without a pharmacist on hand for the person 
to refer to. Mr. Konnor answered those people generally have a 
support system of neighbors and friends who help them with their 
prescriptions. 

senator Lynch asked Mr. Deschene to respond to some of the 
comments from the meeting. Mr. Deschene stated there is no cost 
effective way to provide prescriptions and until there is a way 
for the different people to buy supplies at the same prices, 
there would continue to be problems. Mr. Deschene stated the 
local pharmacies are not afraid of competition, but would like to 
be able to compete on an equal basis. 

Senator Klampe asked Mr. Holzer if he had any studies which 
showed savings by his members through the use of mail order 
pharmacies. Mr. Holzer stated he didn't have them but could 
probably attain them from the national headquarters. Mr. Klampe 
addressed Mr. Holzer regarding his statement he would "never 
support any legislation which would harm the members of the 
state" and if the 1 to 1 technician ratio is unnecessary and the 
mail order pharmacies with their 6 to 1 ratios are safe. Mr. 
Holzer stated the pharmacies used by the AFL-CIO have reassured 
them the technician ratio is not as high as 6 to 1. 

Senator Lynch asked Mr. Erikson about the law in Montana 
requiring pharmacists to tell the patient about generic 
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equivalents. Mr. Erikson answered the members are using generic 
drugs more often through mail order. 

Senator Lynch asked Mr. Konnor about the people of Montana 
deserving the opportunity to receive taxes from people making 
profit outside of the state. Mr. Konnor stated he wasn't sure 
how the corporate income tax worked and would try to get an 
answer back to Senator Lynch. 

Senator Bruski-Maus asked Mr. Severson about the use of mail 
order pharmacies in place of retail pharmacies. Mr. Severson 
stated mail order programs were not to replace use of retail 
pharmacies, but in addition to those pharmacies. Senator Bruski
Maus stated that by opposing SB 218 and promoting the use of mail 
order pharmacies Mr. Severson was promoting out-of-state 
business. Mr. Severson answered he opposes SB 218 because it 
would take away the convenience provided the members. 

Senator Gage asked Mr. Konnor if there were any states who had a 
sales tax which required mail order pharmacies to pay the tax. 
Mr. Konnor answered he wasn't educated on the taxing authorities 
of the states, but all states except New Mexico exempt 
prescription drugs from sales tax. 

Senator Koehnke asked Mr. Konnor if the mail order pharmacies had 
to comply with the state laws where they were located. Mr. 
Konnor answered yes. 

Senator Klampe asked Mr. Severson if he could mail drugs to 
people. Mr. Severson stated he could mail the drugs if it was 
requested, or deliver it to the clients door. 

Senator Lynch referred to the handout supplied by Ms. Dowling 
asking if the Nebraska law and if it is unconstitutional. Ms. 
Dowling stated the findings were the Nebraska law is 
unconstitutional. 

senator Lynch asked Mr. Campbell about the constitutionality of 
the Nebraska law. Mr. Campbell stated the Attorney General was 
requiring an out-of-state pharmacy to meet the licensing 
requirements and this could be a sUbstantial burden and may be 
unconstitutional. 

Senator Lynch asked Pam Egan about the provision in SB 218 that 
no body shall be forced to use only a mail order pharmacy and if 
she had any problem with that provision. Ms. Eagan stated the 
members of the AFL-CIO had no incentive to use one or the other. 

Senator Lynch addressed Mr. Konnor on whether ~ person should 
only use mail order pharmacies. Mr. Konnor stated there are no 
mandatory mail order drug programs, but there are programs which 
have been established which provide incentives to use the mail 
services because of the contractual relationship in the bidding 
process. Senator Lynch asked if there were any circumstance in 
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which the company would not reimburse the person on the insurance 
claim. Mr. Konnor answered no. Senator Lynch asked Mr. Konnor 
how many other companies there are in the mail order business 
which aren't a member of Mr. Konnor's corporations. Mr. Konnor 
answered there are 40 to 60 other companies providing 
competition. 

Senator Lynch asked Mr. Deschene about the provision in SB 218 
where nobody shall be forced to use only a mail order pharmacy. 
Mr. Deschene answered that:' some'trf" ... the companies who use mail 
order pharmacies don't force the clients to use the mail order 
pharmacy, but give them strong monetary incentives to do so. He 
stated there are two separate sets of rules. 

closing by Sponsor: 

Senator Kennedy closed on SB 218, providing informational 
brochures on the information (Exhibit #29 and #30). He addressed 
the issue of AARP misrepresenting SB 218. He stated SB 218 would 
have no effect on people receiving their prescriptions from mail 
order pharmacies, but once they know the truth they won't want 
to. He stated the local retailing pharmacies would like to be 
able to play by the same rules on a "level playing field". He 
read the rest of his closing from prepared testimony (Exhibit 
#31) • 

ADJOURNMENT 

Adjournment: 12:20 p.m. 

Secretary 

JDL/klw 
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DIRECTORS COMPENSATION LEGISLATION 

Bill Rationale: 

• Helps guarantee sound management of cooperatives by attracting 
and retaining quality directors. 

o With the average electric cooperative valued at $15 
million, the liability involved demands that directors 
possess the ability and the skills to make competent 
judgements. 

• Allows a measure of compensation for each director's great 
personal investment. 

o On average, a director donates 40 days a year to his or 
her cooperative for required meetings, training, consumer 
relations and research. 

o The commitment of time in service as a cooperative 
director frequently means lost income from one's own 
business or job. 

• Current law allows for a per diem set by the cooperative's 
bylaws, which are approved by the membership. However, the 
per diem, which averages $61, does not begin to cover 
directors' cost of time away from businesses, families and 
other personal responsibilities. 

• Permits cooperative directors to receive what amounts to basic 
compensation when compared to what the average corporate 
director in America receives: 

o Total average annual compensation to corporate directors 
estimated at $21,675, according to Compensation and 
Benefits Review, a national publication. 

SENATE BUSINESS & INDUSTRY 
EXHIBIT NO. ~ ..... '-:--___ _ 

Dr\TE I I;.q! '13 
BILL flO. ~e I Irq 



TALKING POINTS FOR ALLEN C. MART.INELL 

1 . The average value of an electric cooperative is $1 5-million 

dollars. Due to the magnitude of a cooperative's value, the 

Co-op's Board of Trustees can not afford to make mistakes or 

subject the cooperative to a high level of liability. 

2. Constant education and training involving the multitude of 

issues facing electric cooperatives is imperative. If we don't 

keep ourselves well-informed, we potentially could make a 

poor decision on behalf of our cooperative and our members. 

If this were to occur, we open up the cooperative and our

selves to litigation, costly mistakes and member unrest. 

* Our National Association, the National Rural Electric Coop

erative Association (NRECA) along with the local coop-

eratives strongly encourage trustees to become certi-

fied, under the Director Certification program adminis-

tered by NRECA. 

Continued Next Page 
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NRECA requires us to take eight (8) courses. 

Courses can last anywhere from a 1 12 day to three days. 

This doesn't include travel time to and from the meet

ings. This training is conducted either at the coopera

tives, at our Statewide headquarters in Great Falls, or at 

out-of-state locations. 

3. Trustee training and education is also done through seminars, 

workshops, meetings, individual reading, phone calls, per

sonal conversations, etc. This can be time consuming and 

costly. 

'* 

Spend an average of 40 days attending meetings for 

Vigilante Electric Cooperative. 

Also spend a lot of personal time reading and talking 

with Vigilante's consumers to make sure I'm informed 

of the issues facing our cooperative, our consumers 

and the communities we serve. 

Continued Next Page 



* 

* 

Some of the issues we must be knowledgeable in include: 

wildlife mitigation, global warming, rural economic de

velopment, tax issues, national mandates such as sexual 

harassment in the workplace, the Americans with Dis

abilities Act, etc. 

"Often, you have to leave things that you should be do-

ing. Or, I have to leave it to my wife to take care of." 

4. This bill (HB 108) allows cooperatives and their members to 

attract and elect from a pool of individuals who will be dedi

cated to their cooperatives and who will act responsibly on 

behalf of their membership. Again, the value of a cooperative 

and the responsibilities to the members dictate the need for 

informed, dedicated and capable board members. 

Continued Next Page 
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5. The current law allows for a per diem set by the cooperative's 

bylaws, which are approved by the membership. However, 

this per diem, which averages $61 .00, does not begin to cover 

the cost of time away from our businesses, our families and 

other personal responsibilities. 

At times, trustees must hire additional help to manage our 

farms and ranches while we're conducting board affairs. Other 

trustees must close their businesses, miss appointments and 

suffer client losses while taking care of board work. 

6. Current Montana law allows cooperatives to amend their 

individual by-laws for a higher per-diem rate, which could be 

used for insurance benefit premiums. However, we would 

rather be up front with you, our legislators, and with our 

members, in asking that the law be amended to allow for in-

surance compensation. 

Continued Next Page 



7. Current Montana law is part of the REA "boilerplate" estab-

lished in the 1930's and 40's. However, the issues and respon

sibilities facing America's electric cooperatives have greatly 

increased and it behooves cooperatives and their members to 

have a Board of Trustees who are, at least partially, compen

sated for their work and training. 
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HOUSE COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE AMENDMENT. 
House Bill 108 

Representative Kasten 

January 18, 1993 1:11 pm 
Page 1 of 1 

Mr. Chairman: I move .to amend House Bill 108 (second reading 
copy -- yellow). 

And, that such amendments to House Bill 108 read as follows: 

1. Page 2, lines 1 and 2. 
Following: "trustees" 
Strike: ", except" through "employees" on line 2 

2. Page 2, line 17. 
Following: "trustees" 
Insert: "with the approval of the membership" 

ADOPT 
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TALKING POINTS 

ON HB 120, RURAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT LEGISLATION 

• Rural electric and telephone cooperatives across Montana, thanks largely 

to a federal rural economic development program established by Con

gress in 1987, have the potential to pursue and assist with economic 

development projects across rural Montana. 

• Rural Montana desperately needs this economic development in order to: 

• Diversify local economies 

• Stabilize the t~ base 

• Create the jobs needed to halt further declines in rural Montana's 

population. 

• Some examples of what Montana Electric Cooperatives Association and 

Montana Telephone Association member systems have already done to 

help rejuvenate their communities' economies: 

PAGE 1 
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Vigilante Electric, serving the Dillon area, received a $50,000 

federal no-interest loan for establishment of a Waxey Barley 

Plant 10 miles northeast of Dillon. 

• Plant is in operation and the loan is being repaid to REA. 

18 new jobs were created with start-up of this plant. 

Ronan Telephone Company was a founder of the Central Mission 

Valley Community Development Corporation and is spearhead

ing economic development plans in the area. 

-- Nemont Telephone helped form the Eastern Montana Micro Busi

ness Alliance, which was formed to market regionally produced 

products. • 

-- Missoula Electric recently obtained a $100,000 loan from REA to 

construct a nine-hole public golf course in Seeley Lake, Montana. 

• The loan is aimed at expanding the area's tourism, recre

ation and retirement potential and at the same time 

broadening an economic base heavily dependent 

on the timber industry. 

PAGE 2 



• Dozens of other projects which are listed in the packets before you, would 

create jobs, add value to our local products and make our communities 

more attractive and liveable stand ready to be pursued. 

• But, as currently written, Montana law appears to be an obstacle to further 

rural economic development efforts: 

Recent legal opinion has called into question whether economic 

development work is permissible under Montana law. 

Law doesn't prohibit it, just fails to specifically allow economic 

development activity other than electrical or telephone systems 

development. 

• HB 120, the bill before you this morning, would eliminate the cloud of 

uncertainty hanging over the participation of Montana cooperatives in 

rural economic development. 

-- Simply put, HB 120 adds language to the Montana rural electric 

and telephone cooperative law including economic development 

activity as a permissible purpose of the co-ops. 

PAGE 3 



• HB 120 would put cooperatives back on track and back in line to compete 

with other cooperatives across America for federal rural economic devel-

opment funds. 

$12.5 million in federal loan funds are available this year alone. 

$10 million in grant funds are expected to be available by mid

March. 

• By passing HB 120, the Montana Legislature has the opportunity to bring 

in federal funds as a means to cost-share economic development and let 

cooperatives continue actively working to revitalize our rural Montana 

communities. 

PAGE 4 
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HOME PHONE: 752-8965 OFFICE PHONE: 756-1044 

MONTANA STATE SENATE 
SENATOR JOHN liED" KENNEDY, JR. 
SENATE DISTRICT 3 
5567 MONTANA HWY. 35 
KALISPELL, MONTANA 59901 

Senator Ed Kennedy 
Testimony--Senate Bill 21 8 

COMMITTEES: 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT -CHAIRMAN 
BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY 
NATURAL RESOURCES 

SENATE 8USINESS & INDUSTRY 
EXHIBIT NO. ~5,,-+-. __ _ 
D,~TE ,{1/1 /1.1 t I 

BILL NO. So .. -X I q 

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am Senator John 
Ed Kennedy, Jr., Senate District 3, Kalispell. I bring to you 
today Senate Bill 218 for your consideration. SB 218 will 
regulate the practice of mail order pharmacy in the state of 
Montana. I want to emphasize the importance of this 
legislation to the health, safety, and welfare of the citizens of 
Montana, especially the senior citizens and those on fixed 
incomes; the importance to pharmacists and pharmacies in the 
state of Montana, and the importance of SB 218 to the state 
of Montana. If I thought for one minute that this legislation 
would do harm, increase the cost of Prescriptions to seniors 
or anyone else, or not be good for our state, I would not have 
this bill before you. 

Mail order is not good health care. However, because of a 
myth---and I do mean myth---unions, and insurance companies 
are willing to risk the health and welfare of their insured. It 
sounds good, doesn't it, that you can get your prescriptions 
for a flat fee by mail, but trust me, committee members, 
there's a lot more to it than that. Mail order pharmacy is also 
bad health care because, bit by bit, it is closing down 
hometown pharmacies in rural Montana. We're lucky here. 
We still have pharmacies in Glendive and Libby, Townsend 
and Hamilton. But their business is being eroded by mail-order 
pharmacy, and sometime soon they'll be gone. Then what 
happens to the elderly and infirm. Who is going to get up at 
2:00 in the morning and deliver a prescription? Hometown 

CAPITOL STATION - HELENA, MONTANA 59620 - PHONE (406) 444-4800 



pharmacists do it now---will mail order pharmacies do it then? 
Many opponents today will say, "this is protectionist 
legislation." Members of the committee, you bet it is, and I'm 
darn proud of it. It protects Montana pharmacies, and 
Montana pharmacies protect you, the health care consumer. 

The bill does four things, and I think that it's important that 
we do not confuse what the bill actually does with what the 

. opponents will say it does. It: 

1) Requires that at a mail-order pharmacy, the pharmacist 
in charge of dispensing prescriptions into Montana be licensed 
by our state. 

2) Requires that that mail-order pharmacy abide by the 
same laws, rules and regulations that Montana pharmacists do 
in regards to pharmacy technicians. 

3) Requires that tax supported entities (school districts, 
local governments, etc.) not financially penalize their 
employees for wanting to deal with a hometown pharmacy. 

4) Requires that tax supported entities can only do 
business with mail order pharmacies that are paying a pro rata 
share of corporation taxes in the State of Montana. 

In keeping in mind just what the bill does, let's discuss what 
the opponents are going to say, in part. 

1 ) They are going to tell you that mail order pharmacy is 
cheaper than retail pharmacy in Montana. This is a myth, and 
testimony today will tell you why. In fact, it is one of the 
biggest misperceptions regarding health care costs in the 
country today. Mail order pharmacy is not cheaper---not in 
the short run, and certainly not in the long run. 
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2) They are going to tell you that the legislature would be 
imposing an undue burden on mail order pharmacies by asking 
that they comply with the same rules as Montana pharmacists 
have to. I hope that this committee demands that there is 
adequate justification for the real health hazards that mail 
order pharmacies hold for consumers--just because they are 
giant factories that don't comply with our laws. Even if the 
costs were cheaper, would that justify deaths, mis
medications and overmedications that are so prevalent in This 
"widget manufacturing" mode of health care delivery? 

I hope that this committee learns a lot about mail order 
pharmacy today. I am confident that if you learn the whole 
story--that, in reality, mail order pharmacy is :8 ... t!:). where a 
few get very rich and the health care consumers don't enjoy 
any of the benefits, that you will all support this bill. There 
might be a couple of people that would like to testify on this 
bill. 



Senior Citizens do not save money on AARP's 
mail order pharmacy program 

Montana senators are being told that if 8B218 regulating mail 
order pharmacies passes, senior citizens will suffer because the 
mail-order AARP program saves seniors so much money. This 
simply is not true. What is true is that someone gets rich on 
mail-order pharmacy, but it's not senior citizens. On Thursday" 
January 28, a poll was done of four Butte pharmacies regarding 
their prices on the top ten drugs that seniors use. These prices 
were compared to AARP's price list. The numbers speak for 
themselves. 

Top 10 drugs used by senior citlzens/ AARP prices vs 
average of 4 Butte pharmacies 

LanoxlD 
Lopressor 
Dyazide 
Vasotec 
Mevacor 
Prinivil 
Premarin 
ProcarDIAXL 
Zantac 
Tagamet 

. TOTALS 

.25mg # 100 
50mg #60 

#100 
10mg # 100 
20mg #30 
10mg #30 
.625 
30mg #30 
150mg# 60 
300mg# 100 

PRICES 
AARP 
$ 7.60 

BUTTE PHARMACIES 

27.05 
28.95 
77.25 
50.45 
22.10 
29.60 
29.05 
80.20 
69.25 

$421.50 

$7.93 
28.31 
28.43 
74.59 
49.50 
24.16 
29.16 
31.44 
77.79 
69.93 

$421.24 

SENATE BUSINESS & INDUSTRY 
EXHIBIT NO. _le'-:-__ _ 
D',TE I J~q /9; 

I ' 7J Bill NO. 08 ~ /y 

The only difference in over all price is that the Butte average 
price between four pharmaCies is somewhat cheaper. In fact, a 
senior citizen who wants to shop for the least expensive 
pharmacy would enjoy a 5% lower overall price from the AARP 
prices. 
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January 29, 1993 

Ladies and Gentlemen of the committee 

I am William J. Fitzgerald from Great Falls, a registered 

pharmacist who has been actively practicing retail pharmacy in 

Montana for 39 years. I am also the spokesperson for all of the 

pharmacy owners and pharmacists in Cascade, Teton, Pondera, 

Glacier, Toole and Choteau counties and I am here today to ask for 

your support in the passage of senate Bill-218. 

We, as pharmacy practioners registered in the state of Montana 

are not here to ask you for a handout or any other special 

treatment other than to ask you to pass Senate Bill-218 which would 

require that pharmacies, pharmacists, pharmacy technicians and all 

entities who provide prescription services to residents of the 

state of Montana must abide by all the same laws, regulations and 

licensing requirements that we pharmacists who practice in Montana 

must abide by. 

Montana's approximately 300 retail and hospital pharmacies 

which operate in all but 5 of our 56 counties are required to pay 

a license fee to the state of Montana for a certified Pharmacy 

License as well as a Montana Dangerous Drug License and we, as 

individual pharmacists are also required to pay the state of 

Montana a renewal fee each year, in order to practice our 

profession in our state. out of state pharmacy entities nor their 

pharmacists are required to do this. We do NOT think this is fair! 

I might add, at this point that these five counties, Golden Valley, 

Judith Basin, Petroleum, Treasurer and Webaux had a combined 
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population in the 1990 census of 5,578 residents while the state of 

Montana had a population of 799,065 in 1990 which means that 

Montana pharmacies, pharmacist and their employees are supplying 

pharmaceutical health car services to 99.3% of the population of 

the state. 

The 300 pharmacies in Montana employee Montana people who are 

required to pay city, county and state taxes levied by you and 

others which put monies, so desperately needed in all areas of 

government, in the treasuries that support our local and state 

governments and we are proud to do it! Our out of staters are not 

required to do this. We also do NOT think this is fair! 

We also feel that tax supported entities such as school 

districts, city, county and state governments should NOT 

financially penalize their employees who choose to utilize home 

town pharmacies instead of mail order and we further believe that 

this same tax supported entities should NOT be allowed to do 

business with a mail order pharmacy or pharmacy delivery system or 

entity that is NOT paying a pro rata share of taxes to the state of 

Montana in each and every way that we Montana pharmacy practioners 

are required to do. 

Thank you for hearing my testimony and I trust you will do 

right in making all things equal to Montana and Mail order 

pharmacists, pharmacies and pharmaceutical delivery services 

directly to the residents of our state. 



1. D. Lynch 
Chairman 
Senate Business and Industry Committee 
Capitol Station 
Helena, MT 59620 

Dear Mr. Lynch and Committee Members: 

January 28,1993 

Greetings to you from the Bitterroot Valley to all of you, and in particular to Tom Hager 
from myoId home town of Billings and also to Terry Klampe who lives in our area. 

I am a pharmacist for Buttreys pharmacy in Hamilton and I would like to have been there 
for today's committee meeting with regard to SB 218. Unfortunately, a meeting for my 
daughter's developmental program could not be rearranged. 

I really feel that this is a very important piece of legislation that needs to be passed by 
the Montana Legislature. The Montana pharmacies are fully capable at filling the prescriptions 
for those that belong to any company. Through electronic means, we are able to get the 
authorization for prescription medication quantity and the correct pricing within seconds. The 
cost to the customer would be the same as it would be if they mailed off to a mail-order firm. 
The customer would have the personal encounter with the pharmacist to discuss anything about 
their medications. 

I have had many customers come to the pharmacy with a small prescription for 
medication because their mail order prescription had not arrived. Some physicians charge the 
patient for the calling in of the prescription. Or the customer just gets by without taking the 
medication. Also, for urgent prescriptions, some plans do not have an allowance for them to go 
to a private pharmacy to get short term meds. 

I have had customers come into my store with a bottle of medication that looked different 
than the last time they got it filled by the mail order firm. As a service to the public, I take the 
time to investigate whether they were given the right medication. And in two instances that I 
can remember, the medication was not right. 

I and many other Montana individuals and businesses pay taxes to the state of Montana 
for the right to live in this state. They should pay their share. And they should also have to 
abide by the same laws as we do. You can compare the whole mail order prescription business 
to the Federal problem with trade imbalance. It does not help the economy of the state of 
Montana. 

Senators, please think about the economy of this state. The technology is here to make 
the cost savings to the customer not an issue. Please give our customers the freedom of choice. 
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Service through Sears ... Delivery Right to You! 

ENTU lA T.bI .. , lDOs ',::."~ $67.5S 
PHENYlPROPANOlAMINEIGG SA Tabl ... i60i 'Jil2.44 

ESTlACE Img T.J>l .. , lDOs :' .' ,~ 531.91 
fSTRACE 2mg T.bl .. , lDOs '" rr $43,S2 
fSTRAOERM O.lmg hlehes 24, r-f 7/ 553.51 
ESTRAOERM o.DlmB hlehes 24< 'f)'. " $49.1>4 
mOENE 20mB capsules lDOs V' !iY $211.1>4 
GLUCarROl IOmg Tablels lDOs _ '" ~" \.. $60.48 
GLUCOTROLSmB Tabl ... 1005 '3 I. for.! 531.91 
HAlClON o.25ms Tabl ... 1005 71 '-IJ $69.1~ 

HISMANAL Tabl ... l005 16/./~ $161.n 
HYOROOIURIL25ms T.J>l ... 1005 , V. 7 (> $11.76 

HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE 25mB Tabl ... 1OOsf.7r$6.32 
HYOROOIURIL 50mB Tabl ... 1005 ",/11 $22.67 

HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE 50mg Tabl ... 1005'1", 57.37 
HYTRIN 2mB T.bletsl00l I',. ~rS100.32 
IMURAN SOme Tablels 1005 I ~)',.~ 5105,75 
INOERA12OmsT.J>lets 1005 1,f·J $010.55 

PROPRANOLOL 20mB T.ble~ lOOs "t' r 58.9. 
INDERAL40mB Tablets 1005 "a, ,0 $50.92 

PROPRANOLOL 40mB Tableu 100s 1(, rr $9,05 
INOERALlA 80mB Capsules 1005 t), 7 '- $77.15 

PROPRANOlOL lA 80mB Capsules 1005 "'/11 $58.46-
INTALINHAlER 14,2sm t'/» 557.57 
ISOI'TIN 80ms Tabl ... lDOs .. l c ,~I ... " $46.31 

VERAPAMll 80mB TABlE'TS lDOs ~, f 'f $24.88 
150I'TINSR ISOmsTabletslOO5 ",l ..... I...., 5102.24 
ISOI'TIN SR 240mB T.J>l.., 1005 OA I, "" 1",,$118,04 
ISOROIL 10ms Tablels l00s '1.1. ,J? 526061 

ISOSORBIDE DINITRATE lOmB Tabl ... 1005 '.'Jlf 55.39 
ISORDILlOmB Tabl ... lDOs q.t" I $41.03 

ISOSORBIDE DINITRATE 20mB Table~ I06s '",,' $6,18 
k-LOR 20meq hek ... lDOs 1 ,{, " $80.83 
k-TA8S IOmeq Table" l00s '1 ~ S· 0 530,76 
lANOXIN o.l25mB T.J>l.., lDOs 1 ~'/ 71 $10.29 
lANOXIN o.25ms Tablets 1005 (,1,71- $10,77 
lAS1X20mgTabl..,IDOs H"7~ $19.41 

FUROSEMIDE 20mB Table" 100, 7, q ~ 7,22 
lASlX 40mB Tablels lOCk ) ..... W 522.49 

FUROSEMIDE 40mB Table" 1005 r, 71 56.26 
IODINE 300ms Ca"",les 1005 'fl,'W $99,45 
IOPID 600mB Tablets 1005 t',"J1( $92.54 

IOPRESSOR 50mg Tabl." 1005 'I? 7 J $45_45 
IOPRESSOR 100mB Tablets lDOs H. 7' $67.58 
IOTRISONE C,.am 15sm "-/' J) 517,82 
lOlOl 2.5mB Toblels 1005 72 ./ ~ $72.11 
MAXIIDE 25ms T.bleis lDOs j I{, t I $34.89 

MAXIIDE 50mg T.blets lDOs ? /, / r $69.50 
TRIAMTERENElHCTZ 50mB Table" IOOs '11 .... $33.75 

MEVACOR lOm, TabI ... 1005 1~~.fts17S,16 
MEVACOR 4Om1 Tablets lDOs 117.11 $326065 

MICR()'K 10000Capoules lDOs /8,(0( $16.53 -
POTASSIUM CHLORIDE IOmeq Gjpsules I'~II $10,35 

MICRONASE 5ms Tablels lOCk. '1,..>' $44.49 
MIDKIN Capsules lDOs .,O,':!. $32.39 

MINOCIN PellelslOOmICapsuleslDOs 1. ... ,(r5211.16 
MINOCYCLINE 100mgCapsuies JOOs 11«,1f$17S.32 

MOOURfTlC HO T.J>leu lDOs V 1,.1,( 550.25 

MOTKIN 600ms T.bIeu 1005 ).,/,'" $31,4] 
IBUPROFEN 600mg TablelS IDOs 17.fT' $11.13 

MOTKIN 800mg TabI .. , lDOs 11. ,,' $39,31 
IBUPROFEN 800mB T.ble" lOOs • 'f, ,If' $26,01 

NAPROSYN 375m1 Tablels 1005 'f" of( $90.43 
NAPKOSYN SOOmI l.bI ... lDOs 112. fj $109.B8 
NASAlCKOM N ... I 5J><ay 26m1 ~, • '1 $38,46 
NASALIDE Inhal.r 25m! 2.Y,v" $26.25 

NOLII'OEX IOmg Tablel' 1005 / ]',)~ 5135,51 
OCfN O.62SmK wblrls 100s If 'f." ....... 0) 

~~ ----

OGEN 1.25mB Tablels 1005 Gl.?, $62.88 
OKUDIS 75ms CapouIes 1005 ,0/,11 5109,30 
PAMEIOR 25ms Capsules lDOs f Y,If' 583,16 
PEPCID20mgT.J>l ... IDOs , ... ,71 $134.84 

PEPCIO 40mg T.J>l ... lDOs 1.! • . '1-' 5248.12 
PEKSANTINE 25ms Tabl ... lDOs ) ,. 'f? $]2.49 

DIPYRIDAMOLE 25mg TablelSlDOs f, ,1 56.70 
PERSANTINE 50mB T.J>lets lDOs ", T, $48.62 

DIPYRIDAMOLE lOmg Tabl ... lDOs ,0, fr $16.01 
PERSANTINE 7lms Tablels lDOs 7 ,. 'V $64,03 

DIPYRIDAMOlE 75mg Tablet, 1005 IV,ir 523,18 
PlANQUENIL 200ms Tabl ... 100s I ., .• y $98.59 
PRE MARIN Q.3mg Tabl ... 1005 2. f ' B r $27.86 
PREMARIN G.625mg r.bl ... 100. 3' .'Ii( $39.21 

PKEMARIN 0,9mg Tabl ... lOCk '3 ? H $45.35 
PREMARIN l.2Sms T.J>lets lDOs &/0.)6 551,40 
PRllOSAC 20ml Capsules 1005 :l 17.}) $339.90 
PRINIVllIOmgT.blels lOOs 7/," 581.51 

. PRINIVIl20mg Tablels 1005 71,2.1 586,30 
PROCAlIOIA IOmg capsules lDOs ,/, 'r $56.73 

NIFEDIPINE IOmg C.osvles 1005 1 } .1) $44,98 
PROCAROIA Xl30ms Tablels 100s IDI,T. $109.21 

rROCAROIA Xl60ml Tabl ... lDOs 1":1. VI $189,94 
PROPINE C Cap 5m! JoI ,q $12.9] 

PROVENTIl4m1 Repetab$ lDOs , J, 2 'I> $56.64 
PROVENTIllnhaler 171m '2./, lfr $23.47 
PROVERA lOme Tabl .. , lOOs ", -4 $65.56 
PROVERA 2.lmg Tabl." 1005 , ' . " $37.39 
PROVERA 5ms Tablels lDOs ¥ 5.1 r 553,23 
RfGlAN IOmg T.J>l ... IDOs '1,1 Y $51.]1 

, MElDCIOPRAMIDE 10m! Table" IOOs ,/, •• 512.27 
5ELOANE 60mg Tablets 100s 7 f, Vr 585.63 
SlOW-BID lOOms Cyrocaps lDOs '1/ .. 7 $40.36 
SlOW-K 8meq T.J>leu lDOs It, ., $18.35 

POTASSIUM CHLORIDE 8meq TablelS IOOs /,.71'$11.22 
SUMYCIN 250ms capsules lDOs ",A" 59.43 

TETRACYCLINE 150mgCaD>vleslOO5 '.'11 $7,ll 
SYNTlIROIO o.D5mB Tablets 1005 Ii, S'J $19.70 
SYNIHROID o.D75mg Tabl ... 1005 2 ~,.1.r-·SlI.43 
SYNTHROID o.l25ml Tableis 100s :z. , ,12 $24.88 
5YNTHROID 0.15ml Tablels lOCk 1. '1 ' r:- Sl5.55 

lEVOTHYROXINE 0,15mg Table" 1005 9.1 J $5.74 
SYNTHROID Umg T.bIeu lDOs Ie." $21,33 

l£VOTHYROXIN£ II lin/! T.t/,It'ls If)O\ R I'" nfl' 
SYNTtIN{)fI)II.ln1jl: l.hl .. ,. If"" Il .,. til tt, 
I' \1 IIII\UI ""11 I' l'Utl 1,llIh'l\ IIJII~ 4. r' ." III 

I R ( 

TAGAMET 300ml Tobl ... 1005 73, fr 576.22 
TAGAMET 400mB Tabl.., lDOs 121 fi 5128,12 
TAVIST 0 ubl.1S 1005 '" ~..., 0'1 '- 583.42 

, TEGRETOL 200ms l.bleis lDOs -! 7. ~ ~ $36.23 
CARBAMAZEPINE 100mB T,blelS 1005 2°' '( 0 526.18 

TfNEX Ims T.J>l ... 1005 , )-." i $66.n 
TENORETICSOmg Tobl..,IOOs ~~ l) $98,11 

TENORMIN lOOmllabl ... IOCk //{ ,)<. $m." 
ATENOlOl l00mg T.blelS lDOs f I., r $106.37 

TENORMIN 50ml Tablets lDOs 72., ., 1 $79.10 
ATENOlOl 50mB T,bl ... 1005 59,61 $72.90 

THE()'OUR 200m! lablels lOOs :2 7, ? 3 $25,07 
THEOPHYlliNE 200mB Tobie" JOOs '2. / 2 r $19.75 

TlIE()'DUR 300mB Tabl ... lDOs ~ 7, "!, $25.27 
THEOPHYlLINE lOOmB Table .. 1005 It, " $21,10 

TlMOI'TIC OPHTH 0.5'1. 15ml '" J • , ! m.2] 
TRENTAL 400m, Tablets 1005 ~ 9, •• $49,80 
TYLENOL 13 Tablets 100s 3 ~ . S", $31.05 

ACETAMINOPHENICODEINE lOmB Tabl ... ~OOL$11.05 
VALIUM 5ms Tableis 1005 h. ~ S56.25 

DIAZEPAM lmg Table .. 1005 II, 1 r $8.96 
VANCENASE AQ N ... /5J><.,. 25sm l r,l! $34,82 
VANCfRlllnhal., 16.8gm 3 0, r, $32.73 
VASfRETIC r.blets lDOs q I .) $100,12 
VASOTEC 10ms Tablets lOOs ~7 J, $90,62 
VASOTEC 20mg Tabl ... lDOs /2/,' r $126.97 
VASOTEC 5mg Tablels 1005 ,f'3. ,. $8238 
VENTOLIN Inhaler 17Jm ::! /. 7 r 522,74 
VERElAN ... lIets 24OmgCapsules1OOs ,:J~,l' $102.14 
VOIJERAN SOme TabI'" lOCk /(1.,77 $90,72 
VOIJERAN 75ml TabletslDOs I ~ J,' 15108.92 
XANAX o.25ml Tablels lDOs >" J, 01 $57.12 

XANAX o.5msT.J>lets IOOs • ,.1" $69,40 
XANAX ImgTableis lDOs !'·'!$9O.24 
ZANTAC 150mB Tablets 1!lOs , , f .J, $149.62 

ZANTAC 300mB Tablets 1005 2 '14'.' 'I $258,49 
lfSTRll lOmB Tabl ... IOOs ,f'·.SA $80.41 

lfSTRIl20ms Tablets 100s e S, 11 58131 

lOVIRAX 200ms Capsules 100; ali' '! I 58UI 
lYIOPRIM lOOms T.blets 100. t), r ] 520.18 

AlLOPURINOll00mgl.blelS 100s n, I, 511.13 
ZYIOPRIM 300m1 T.J>lelS lDOs J'1, 11 550,44 

AllOPURINOL 300mB T.bl ... IOOs 2t1{. 27 $24.27 
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TESTIMONY OF PAM EGAN ON SENATE BILL 218 
BEFORE THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY, JANUARY 29,1993 

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, for the record, my name is Pam Egan. I am the 
Executive Director of the Montana Family Union. On behalf of our membership, I am here today in 
opposition to Senate Bill 218. 

Thanks to the collective bargaining power of hundreds of thousands of union members nation
wide, our affiliation with the AFL-CIO allows us to offer a discount mail-order benefit to our members 
to help them cope with the high cost of prescription medication. 

Like Senator Kennedy, we, too, want to support Montana businesses. In fact, the Montana 
Family Union tried in 1989 to negotiate a discount prescription benefit with certain Montana pharma
cies. Unfortunately, we were turned down by those providers. But, as a result of our discussions with 
pharmacists about this bill, we have reopened the door to negotiating such a benefit with in-state 
pharmacies. We are hopeful that those negotiations will be successful. 

In the near future, we hope to be able to offer our members a new "home-town" pharmacy 
benefit. But we also want to continue to offer our current mail-order pharmacy benefit. Unfortunately, 
Senate Bill 218 would jeopardize our ability to do that. 

Proponents of this legislation claim that mail-order pharmacy service is unsafe. There are 
others here today more qualified than I to testify to the technical aspects of the safety of mail-order 
prescription services. However, I can say that the Family Union has offered the mail-order prescrip
tion service since our program began in 1989. We have had no complaints about the safety and accura
cy of the mail-order pharmacy service. 

In addition, our members are urged to compare the prices available through the mail-order 
service with prices available elsewhere and to buy where they can save the most. If a locally owned 
pharmacy or a national discount chain pharmacy offers the lowest price, that's great; Our members are 
encouraged to use it. 

We have all heard the buzzwords "affordable health care" and "cost containment" at the federal 
level in reference to the national health care crisis, at the state level in reference to Montana's own 
attempts to establish an effective health care delivery system, and in reference to the crisis we face 
with our Workers I Compensation system. 

Because the Montana Family Union is specifically directed at Montanans who do not have 
access to unions in their workplace, we represent many workers whose employers provide absolutely no 
health insurance, or whose health insurance does not adequately cover the cost of prescription medica
tion. We also represent Montanans who are retired, work primarily in the home, are unemployed, or 
are students. To many of our members, "cost containment" in regard to prescription drugs can mean 
the difference between having necessary medication, or simply going without. 

Until the day when good, affordable health care is available to all Montanans and not just those 
privileged enough to afford it, we have a responsibility to "contain the costs" of health care wherever 
and whenever we can. Our mail order prescription plan is one way we can do that. 

The Montana Family Union has seen no compelling evidence that mail-order pharmacies oper
ate in an unsafe manner. We have not had a single complaint from our members that this service has 
dispensed inaccurate prescriptions. Senate Bill 218, places an unnecessary regulatory burden on mail
order pharmacies which already meet federal standards and the standards of their home state. It may 
protect certain pharmacies and national discount chains doing business in Montana, but it would do so 
at the expense of consumers. This bill would jeopardize our ability to continue to offer this service to 
our members. 

For these reasons, we respectfully request a "do not pass" recommendation on Senate Bill 218. 

'bor wants nothing for itself that it would not willingly share with others. 
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Exhibit #14 is a packet of letters addressing concerns in Senate Bill No. 218. 
The originals are stored at the Historical Society at 225 North Roberts Street, 
Helena, MT 59620-1201. The phone number is 444-2694. 
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The Honorable John Lynch 
Chairman 
Senate Committee on 
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Montana State Senate 
State Capitol 
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Dear Chairman Lynch: 

January 27, 1993 
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I am writing to inform you that on behalf of the American Managed Care 
Pharmacy Association (AMCPA), I will be providing testimony before the 
Senate Business and Industry Committee on January 29 in opposition to 
SB 218, a bill which to seeks to revise existing laws relating to managed care, 
home-delivered pharmacy services. 

We respectfully oppose proposed SB 218 because it provides economic protection 
to local drug stores that are unwilling or unable to offer the best combination of 
high quality and low cost to Montana consumers who receive prescription 
medications as a health benefit. Proposed SB 218 is constitutionally suspect 
because of the discriminatory burden it places on interstate commerce and 
because it is anticompetitive rather than designed to further public health and 
safety. The enclosed Executive Summary states our objections to the proposed 
legislation. 

AMCPA is the trade association representing the major companies providing 
home-delivered pharmacy services to consumers enrolled in funded health 
plans which offer prescription medicines as a benefit. Our members provide 
value-added services consistent with good pharmacy practice focusing on 
pharmaceutical care and appropriate outcomes. AMCPA serves its members in 
the areas of practice standards, education, research, and government relations. 

Montana recently adopted legislative requirements which are part of the Montana 
Pharmacy Practice Act entitled: "Out-of-State Mail Service Pharmacies." Rules 
and regulations for this statute have not been promulgated yet. AMCPA supports 
Montana's existing legislative scheme for nonresident pharmacies. This 
legislation conforms to the model disclosure legislation for nonresident 
pharmacies, meets constitutional requirements and legitimate needs, and 
guarantees our members the opportunity to provide high-quality, home-delivered 
pharmacy services to Montana citizens. 
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Proposed Senate Bill 218 8lLL NO. ,LJr3fl.IQ 

before the 

STATE OF MONTANA 
SENATE COMMlTIEE ON BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY 

presented by 
DELBERT D. KONNOR, PHARMMS 

Executive Vice President 
AMERICAN MANAGED CARE PHARMACY ASSOCIATION 

on 
January 29. 1993 

Mr. Chainnan, Members of the Senate Committee on Business and Industry, thank you for the 

opportunity to present this statement in opposition to the proposed Senate Bill 218 on behalf of the 

members of the American Managed Care Pharmacy Association CAMep A). My name is 

Delbert D. Konnor'! I serve as Executive Vice President of AMCPA, the trade associatior~2 

representing the major companies providing home-delivered pharmacy services. The members 

function as preferred provider organizations specializing in maintenance drug therapy in the 

managed healthcare environment. The association and its members strive to maintain the highest 

standards of professional pharmacy practice. The goals of AMCP A are to assure quality standards 

throughout the industry, to reduce healthcare costs to providers and consumers, and to promote 

managed care pharmacy as a cost-effective method of drug delivery. The members are low-cost 

providers of prescription medicines with value-added services consistent with good pharmac,!, 

practice focusing on pharmaceutical care and appropriate outcomes. AMCPA. promotes the 

importance of managed care pharmacy' in the total healthcare system. The members of Al.\1CPA 

operate 34 pharmaceutical service centers in 19 states and employ over 3000 pharmacists, 

IThe credentials of Mr. Konnor are attached. See ATTACHME:r-.."T A. 

2AMCPA has 17 active members: Advance Home Prescriptions; Allscrips Pharmaceutica!;;, 
Inc.; America's Pharmacy, Inc.; Caremark International, Prescription Sendee Division; 
Express Pharmacy Services; Feld Prescription Services, Inc.; Flex...lbt Pharmacy Services, Inc.; 
Health Care Services, Inc.; Home Pharmacy, Inc.; Ma.il Rx; Medco Containment Services, Inc.; 
Pharmacy Management Services, Inc.; Pharmaceutical Express; Rx America; RxExpress 
Pharmacy; Stadtlander Pharmacy Drug Company; and Walgreens Healthcare Plus. There are 
also associate and affiliate membership categories under A..l\1.CPA. 
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AMCPA's position on the proposed Senate Bill 218 and state licensure of nonresident phannacies 

can be summarized as follows: 

.Mail Service Pharmacy: The Highest Quality - First, home-delivered pharmacy 

services, including services provided by nonresident pharmacies, are of the highest 

quality. 

_Proposed Senate Bill 218: Anticonsumer and Anticompetitive - Second, 

proposed Senate Bill 218 is anticonsumer and anticompetitive legislation. Its 

proponents have failed to demonstrate that imposition of multiple licensure 

requirements on nonresident managed care pharmacies will improve the quaJit'j of 

pharmacy services for Montana consumers. Rather, the proposed amendment 

would increase the cost of prescription medicines to Montana consumers and this 

increase could discourage Montana employers and health plan administrators from 

offering pharmacy services as a part of the health benefits plans for their 

employees. 

_Proposed Senate Bill 218: Unconstitutional- Third, the proposed Senate Bill 

218 is constitutionally suspect under the Commerce Clause of the U.S. Constitution 

because of the discriminatory burdens it would impose on out-of-state pharmacy 

services without providing compensating benefits for Montana consumers. 

_Pharmacv Registration: Pro-Consumer. Pro-Competitive, and Constitutional -

Fourth and finally, Senate Bill 218 is unnecessary given the fact that Montana has 

already adopted legislative requirements which are part of the Montana Pharmacy 

Practice Act entitled: "Out-of-State Mail Service Pharmacies." Rules and 

regulations for this statute have not been promulgated yet. AMCPA supports 

Montana's existing legislative framework for nonresident pharmacies. This 

legislation conforms to the model disclosure legislation for nonresident pharmacies, 

meets constitutional requirements and legitimate needs, and guarantees our 

members the opportunity to provide high-quality, home-delivered phcrmacy 

services to Montana citizens. 

The remainder of tl'1ese comments will examine these four issues. 
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I. HOME-DELIVERED PHARMACY SERVICES, INCLUDING NONRESIDENT 

PHARMACIES, OFFER CONSUMERS SERVICES OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY. 

In state after state, as healthy competition erodes their perceived share (approximately 70%)3 of the 

prescription drug market, retail pharmacists respond by seeking government protection of their 

long enjoyed market domination and by alleging that out-of-state home-delivered pharmacy 

services somehow lack the quality of services provided by a local pharmacy. However, W1.._

independent, objective observers examine these allegations and anecdotes, they reject them. 

following four examples are typical: 

.American Medical Association (1987) - In 1987, the House of Delegates of the 

American Medical Association found: 

" ... MSPs [mail service pharmacies] are less vulnerable to drug diversion 
than retail pharmacies . . .. Presently the practice of obtaining drugs 
from mail service pharmacies appears to be relatively safe." [Resolution 
adopted by the House of Delegates, American Medical Association, 1987] 

_Michigan State Legislature (988) - In 1988, a Joint Committee of the 

Michigan State Legislature reported: 

"Mail order pharmacy appears to be a safe and convenient method of 
obtaining pharmaceuticals for millions of Americans and hundreds of 
thousands of Michiganians. . .. There is anecdotal information reciting 
problems with MOPs [mail order pharmacies] but little or no documentation 
to support alleged problems." [Joint Study Report, Michigan State 
Legislature, 1988] 

.Maine State Legisiature (1989) - In 1989, a Joint Committee of the Maine 

State Legislature reported: 

"The Committee found no evidence that there was any difference in safety 
between having a prescription filled by mail and through an in-state 
pharmacy." [Joint Standing Committee Report, December 1989] 

:::J) ... ... 
fI) 

= 'CI 
.E 

3 ..... [Rjetall drug stores still represent about 70% of drug dollar sales .... ~ From a statistical study 
released November 2, 1990, by FIND/SVP ("a leading market research and information-services consuiting 
firm"), Dept. 56, 625 Avenue of the Americas. New York, New York 10011. Also. see note 3, where estimate is 
made that retail drugstores share of the $28 billion prescription drug market in 1988 was 65%. 
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Mennessee College of Pharmacy (1986) - In 1986, the College of Pharmacy at 

the University of Tennessee conducted a study to determine the satisfaction of 

consumers using mail service pharmacies compared to consumers using retail 

pharmacy services. The report concluded: 

"Most mail order users report few problems and the overall rating of the 
service was excellent or good. In fact, the rating for mail order services 
was slightly better than the rating for community pharmacy services." 
["Evaluation of Consumer Opinions of Prescription Drug Services from 
Community and Mail Order Pharmacies," conducted by The Center for 
Pharmacy Management and Research, College of Pharmacy, The University 
of Tennessee, 1986] 

There is good reason for these findings. In contrast to the average retail drugstore, that derives 

only a quarter of its revenues from prescription drugs and merely uses pharmaceuticals "to lure 

customers into their stores,"4 the managed care pharmacy is dedicated exclusively to purchasing, 

storing, and dispensing prescription medicines. Managed care pharmacies use state-of-the-art 

technologies and ultra-modern facilities to assure high quality at each step of the dispensing 

process. Pharmacists are available to counsel patients privately and confidentially in their homes 

through the use of a toll-free (800) number. This confidential counseling service is available 

before the patient sends the prescription order to the pharmacy; after the patient receives the 

prescription medicine; and any time during or after the entire course of medication therapy. Our 

member pharmacies also provide written, consumer oriented, infonnation for each prescription 

medicine dispensed, which patients need for compliance with their physician prescribed and 

monitored drug therapy. 

II. PROPOSED SENATE BILL 218 IS ANTICONSUMER AND ANTI COMPETITIVE. 

The fundamental problem with proposed Senate Bill 218 is its anticompetitive nature. Some local 

pharmacists feel threatened by the growth of managed care pharmacies because of the increasing 

number of companies and organizations that offer managed care pharmacy benefits to their 

employees. The growth of such company-sponsored pharmacy benefits reflects the superior 

combination of quality, convenience, and cost savings that managed care pharmacies provide. The 

retail price of prescription medicines has jumped by 88 percent since 1981 - twice as fast as the 

consumer price index. 

4A copy of the source article ["Pharmacies Fight Off New Competition,~ ~ Times. November 
5,1989, page F-17i is attached to this statement.. See ATTACHMENT B. 
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Given this steep price increase, it is not surprising that employers in Montana and across the 

country have turned to managed care pharmacies for their employees. If left to the local drugstore 

to meet employee prescription medication needs, especially with regard to maintenance medicines, 

many of these employers and plan administrators might just drop prescription drug benefits from 

their healthcare plans altogether. The favorable prices offered by managed care pharmacies are 

especially attractive because they provide high quality as well as convenient access and delivery to 

today's busy, sometimes harried, consumer. 

III. PROPOSED SENATE BILL 218 IS UNCONSTITUTIONAL AS A VIOLATION 

OF THE COMMERCE CLAUSE OF THE U.S. CONSTITUTION. 

Proposed Senate Bill 218 would require pharmacies to be licensed in Montana as well as in the 

states where they are located. Section 3 of the proposed Senate Bill 218 specifically requires 

licensure by the Montana Board of Pharmacy of the pharmacist in charge of dispensing 

prescriptions for shipment to Montana from a nonresident pharmacy. Multi-state licensure is a 

burdensome and unworkable requirement. Each state board of pharmacy adopts licensure 

requirements that cover the important areas of pharmacy operations and assure the high quality of 

all pharmacies, including managed care pharmacies, domiciled in that state. However, within this 

common framework different jurisdictions vary their particular requirements according to local 

traditions and preferences. 

It is not unfairly burdensome for a reputable pharmacy to comply with the requirements of any 

single state. The problem occurs when any pharmacy, including a managed care pharmacy, is 

required to comply with requirements of several states at once. State legal requirements, that must 

be met as a precondition for maintaining a valid pharmacy license, can, and often do, contradict 

one another from state to state on matters such as formularies, generic drug dispensing, and 

multiple copy prescription control programs for Schedule II controlled substances. 

The unworkability of a multi-state pharmacy licensure system can be appreciated when it is 

recognized that managed care pharmacies serve not just consumers in the State of Montana; our 

members provide home delivery service to consumers in all states. The multiple licensing laws 

would be literally impossible to comply with if every state had the type of licensure requirements 

which have been proposed in Montana. The managed care pharmacy would be forced to choose 

between the requirements of one state and the sometimes flatly contradictory mandates of another 

state. Imposition of such a burden discriminates against out-of-state pharmacies providing services 

in interstate commerce compared to local retail pharmacies. 
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Indeed, retail pharmacists in Montana mail prescription medicines to patients in other states and 

they are not required to be licensed by those other states nor by any provision of the proposed 

Senate Bill 218.5 The United States Supreme Court has articulated the test for whether a state 

statute unconstitutionally burdens interstate commerce. In the leading case of Pike v. Bruce 

Church. Inc., 397 U.S. 137 (1970), the Court established the following two-part test: 

.First, is the burden imposed on interstate commerce clearly excessive in 
relation to the local benefits?; and 

.Second, could the same local interest be protected with a lesser impact on 
interstate activities? 

For proposed Senate Bill 218 the answer to both questions is "yes." First, proposed Senate Bill 

218 would impose the burdens of multiple licensure on managed care pharmacies without 

increasing the already high quality of the services they provide to Montana consumers. Second, 

the same local interest has been, is now, and will be fully protected, without burdening interstate 

activities, by relying on the regulations and supervision of the board of pharmacy of the state 

where the managed care pharmacy, and its pharmacists, are located. 

Given the recognized high qu~ty of managed care pharmacies and the discriminatory effects of the 

licensing approach on out-of-state pharmacies, the proposed amendment fails both tests of Pike v. 

Bruce Church. Proposed Senate Bill 218 is merely an anticompetitive and anticonsumer regulation 

designed to protect the economic interests of instate retail drugstores rather tharl the well-being of 

Montana consumers. 

IV. PHARMACY REGISTRATION: PRO-CONSUMER, PRO-COMPETITIVE, 

AND CONSTITUTIONAL: AMCPA SUPPORTS MONTANA'S EXISTiNG 

LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK FOR NONRESIDENT PHARMACIES. 

You can be assured that AMCP A shares the Senate Committee on Business and Industry's interest 

in promoting the health, safety, and welfare of Montana's citizens and its desire that those citizens 

receive the highest quality pharmacy services. Like the Montana State Legislature, AMCPA 

believes that tlllS goal can only be achieved by requiring nonresident pharmacies to be licensed by 

and in good standing with their own state's pharmacy authority and in compliance with all 

pharmacy and controlled substances laws of their own states. 

5In a 1987 national survey, approximately 84% of retail pharmacies in the United States stated they mailed. . 
prescription medicines to patients who are on vacation, homebound, etc. These retail pharmacies are not 
required to be licensed in any of the states into which they are mailing prescription medicines to their patients. "Is 
There Anything A Pharmacist Won't Do For A Patient?," Drug Topics, October 19,1987, pages 19·21. 
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As AMCPA's members practice pharmacy on a nationwide basis and are potentially subject to 

some degree of regulation by all 50 states, the issue of burdensome regulation is of utmost concern 

to our members. We, therefore, respectfully oppose proposed SB 218 because it provides 

economic protection to local drug stores that are unwilling or unable to offer the best combination 

of high quality and low cost to Montana consumers who receive prescription medications.as a 

health benefit. Proposed SB 218 is constitutionally suspect because of the discriminatory burden 

it places on interstate commerce and because it is anticompetitive rather than designed to further 

public health and safety. The attached Executive Summary states our objections to the proposed 

legislation. 

Montana recently adopted legislative requirements which are part of the Montana Pharmacy 

Practice Act entitled: "Out-of-State Mail Service Pharmacies." Rules and regulations for this statute 

have not been promulgated yet. AMCPA supports Montana's existing legislative scheme for 

nonresident pharmacies. This legislation conforms to the model disclosure legislation for 

nonresident pharmacies, meets constitutional requirements and legitimate needs, and guarantees 

our members the opportunity to provide high-quality, home-delivered pharmacy services to 

Montana citizens. The Montana Legislature, in critically examining the issue, favorably approved 

this kind of regulatory approach as appropriate. A number of states such as California, Kentucky, 

Maine, Minnesota, Missouri, South Carolina, Texas, Virginia, Washington, VI est Virginia, and 

Wyoming have also adopted essentially the same legislative framework. 

The model state disclosure legislation recognizes the authority and responsibility of the boards of 

pharmacy in other states over their own resident retail pharmacies, and provides that the 

nonresident pharmacy must hold a valid license in its home state and comply with all laws, 

standards of practice, and other regulations and rules of that state. The model disclosure legislation 

additionally provides that the nonresident pharmacy be subject to the disciplinary action by the 

instate board when they fail to comply with certain minimum requirements.6 I would be happy to 

answer any questions the committee may have. Thank you. 

Attachments: 

A. Credentials of Delbert D. Konnor, PharmMS, Executive Vice President, AI.\tICPA; 
B. "Pharmacies Fight Off New Competition," The New York Times, 

November 5, 1989, page F-17; and 
C. "Model State Registration Disclosure Legislation for Nonresident Pharmacies 

(Major Provisions)." 

6Attached is the "Model State Registration Disclosure Legislation for Nonresident 
Pharmacies." See ATTAC:HMENT C. 
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Background Information on Mr. Konnor 

Delbert D. Konnor, PharmMS 
Executive Vice President, AMCPA 

• Formerly Vice President for Professional Services of the AARP 
Pharmacy Service of the American Association of Retired 
Persons 

• Served earlier as Manager of the U.S. Drug Enforcement 
.. Administration's Voluntary Compliance Program 

Formerly. Assistant to the Executive vice President of me National 
Association of Retail Druggists (NArtD) 

• Has also served as Director of the first White House Conference on 
Prescription Drug Misuse, Abuse, and Diversion 

• Serves as Adjunct Professor of Pharmaceutical Administration at 
Duquesne University School of Pharmacy 
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WHAT'S NEW IN PRESCRIPTION DRUGS/ECho Montgomery Gru-re~t 

PharD;lacies Fight Off New .Competition 
THERE is a drug war in America today 

that has nothing to do with crack dens 
_ and money laundering. Pharmacies are 

fighting to keep what was once their exclu
sive domain: the retail marke: tor prescrl~ 
tion drugs. Since 1985, health maintenance 
organizations, doctors -and mail~rder 
houses have cornered a growing share of that 
business and last yc.a.r sold 15 percent of the 
nat!on's $28 bUllon In prescription drugs. 

"Overall. it's not the best of times for the 
drJg reUlling industry, .. said Gary Me GJb.. 
len, an analyst at Pai."le Webber. 

Phar.nacles, which derive a quarter of 
thelrrevenues from prescription drugs and 
use them to !ure C".lStomers into their stores, 
have been u."lder pressure tor soce time. 
Over t.lle last decade, as employers blcreas-

. ingly added ~'"U&s to their benefits plaI:s, In
sur-IlC~ programs have replaced UP"' 
front cash purchasesas the dominant form of. 
payment tor prescriptions, burdening phU- . 
mac:!es. NOVI, druggists may wait up to 120 
days to be paid. 

G:-owing competition only exacerbated 
tbeir problems. Supermarkets and conve
nierlce stores have recently entered the busi
ness. And ·.anth the prices ot prescription 
drugs escalating by 88 percent since 1981-
twice as fast as the Consumer Price Index
many employers hav~ turned to discount 
mail-order houses or started their own In
house pharmacies to cut costs. 

The lates: threat comes from physicians.. 
Faced with hea\"y competition, rising costs 
for malpractice insurance and fees frozen by 
Medicare and Medicaid, many doctors _ 
have started to fill prescriptions they write 
as a way of generating revenues. 

To cope. pharmacies have consolidated to 

gain efficiencies. The n-Imber of Stores has 
remained stable over the last decade at about 
60,000. But many chains have merged. de
creasing their r.umber by about 20 percent, 
according to the National Association of 
Chain Drugstores, an industry trade group in 
AlexanQria, Va. For instance,_ Fay's, a lead
ing chain, with 163 units, established a new di
vision last year to make acquisitions. It hopes 
to expandits stores by at least 10 percent 
a year over the next five years, said John A. 
Kogut, president ot the new arm. -

Many pharmacles also participate in pre
scription card programs that give employers 
discounts on drugs. And they bave c:onv1llCed 
Congress to investigate discriminatory 
pricing practices by manufacturers that :hey 
claim give mail order houses an advantage. 
They are pressing state le~latures to pass . 
laws to restrict dispensing by doctcrs. 

Retail Pharmacies' Shrinking Share_-.:.:...L·_ 
Of the Nation's Prescription Sales -)~:.~~~~-::,~- .... 
..' j.-,. ..... -L·--::t:.:-·~:;:.' 

Total. 1985 Sales: ..' Total 1988 SaleS: -. .-=~ 
$20 blillon';"~<:'::':, $28 billion. -<'.~. 
\~lj1f;i:- -: ~l~}. .. ~ '. - - ~. :0" oct:otJl 

... ; 

Note: PWfOif!l3Ob ,c;.1gea cIon,.dd to 100 because of ~ -. .r_ ••. 

SocIoI: Aift.i1l."I)I; b:: . . .... -.... ' : 
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AMERICAN 
MANAGED CARE 
PHARMACY 
ASSOCIATION 

2300 Ninth Street South, Suite 210 • Arlington, Virginia 22204 • 703-920-8480 FAX: 703-920-8491 

MODEL STATE REGISTRATION DISCLOSURE LEGISLATION 

FOR NONRESIDENT PHARMACIES - MAJOR PROVISIONS 

REGISTRATION 

Model registration disclosure legislation for nonresident pharmacies has been successfully implemented in 
several states across the United States. The model legislation would require any pharmacy, as specified, 
located outside the state of [name of slale] which ships, mails, or delivers prescription medication into the 
state of [name of state] to register with the Board, disclose specified information to the Board, and meet 
other conditions. The legislation requires the following actions to be taken by a nonresident pharmacy: 

• register with the [name of state] Board of Pharmacy when it ships 
medicines into the state; 

• disclose the location, names and titles of both its corporate officers and its 
pharmacists who dispense drugs to [name of state] residents; 

• maintain [name of state] residents' controlled substances' records so 
that they are readily retrievable; 

• provide a toll-free telephone service to facilitate 
communications between [name of stale] patients and a pharmacist 
at the pharmacy who has access to the patient's records; and 

• comply with all requests for information by the [name of stale] 
Board of Pharmacy. 

RESIDENT STATE LICENSURE 

The model registration disclosure legislation recognizes the authority and responsibility of the boards of 
pharmacy in other states over their own resident pharmacies. The legislation specifies that a nonresident 
pharmacy is responsible to the [name of slate] Board of Pharmacy for the following licensure requirements: 

• the requirement to qualify and hold a valid pharmacy license; 
• the requirement to submit to all licensed inspections; 
• the requirement to comply with the pharmacy law, standards of 

practice, and other regulations; and 
• the requirement to assure that its pharmacists are properly 

licensed in the state which they practice; 

DISCIPLINARY ACTION 

The model disclosure legislation additionally provides that the nonresident pharmacy also is subject to 
the disciplinary action by the [name of state] Board of Pharmacy for the following actions: 

• failure to comply with the conditions of registration; 
• failure to register in [name of state], but advertising services to 

[name of state] patients; or 
• causing serious bodily or psychological harm to a [name of slale] patient, if the matter has 

been referred to the board of pharmacy of the state where the pharmacy is located and 
no action has been taken within 45 days of referral. 
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• Managed Care, Mail Service Pharmacy is Unregulated 

Not true. Managed care, mail service pharmacies are licensed by the 
states in which they are located. Each pharmacy is in full compliance 
with all applicable laws and regulations of both its domicile state and 
the federal government. 

The practice of pharmacy today is largely regulated by the states 
through a complex set of legislative and regulatory requirements that 
govern the quality of pharmacy services. State regulations assure 
safety, high quality dispensing practices, and an appropriate 
pharmacist-patient relationship. The pharmacists employed at 
managed care, mail-service pharmacies are graduates of the same 
state board-licensing examinations as their colleagues practicing in 
communities and in hospitals. 

State boards of pharmacy regulate pharmacies within their states; this 
works well. Multiple state regulation is neither needed nor feasible; a 
pharmacy serving patients in several states would then find itself 
enmeshed in overlapping and sometimes contradictory requirements 
imposed by state boards of pharmacy with different traditions and 
regulatory practices. A managed care, mail service pharmacy can 
comply completely only with the pharmacy laws and regulations of one 
single state. 

The Food and Drug Administration has testified t'o the effectiveness 
and adequacy of the current system of state regulation: "[FDA] also 
disagrees ... that States have not been effective in regulating mail
order pharmacies." 

Furthermore, any pharmacy with unacceptably high error rates would 
be put out of business by the tort system. The legal standards for 
managed care, mail service pharmacies and other pharmacies are 
indistinguishable. 

Those opposed to managed care pharmacy have claimed that managed 
care pharmacy firms intentionally locate in states with weak 
legislative or regulatory oversight. This is a feeble claim, however, 
since managed care pharmacies are located in nearly half the states in 
the U.S. Clearly, half the states in the U.S. do not have excessively 
lenient oversight. 

The claim that managed care pharmacy is unregulated is thus untrue 
and unproven. The current regulatory system for managed care 
pharmacies is adequate, effective, and appropriate. 
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• Managed Care, Mail Service Pharmacies Do not Reduce 
Overall Drug Costs 

This allegation is false. Managed care, mail service pharmacies are 
highly successful in reducing the overall cost of prescription drugs. 

The cost-effective benefits of managed care pharmacies are in direct 
proportion to their ability to monitor patient compliance, drug-drug 
interactions, prescribing practices, and dispensing patterns. Couple 
these healthcare monitoring services with efficient management 
techniques such as economies of scale and effective utilization of 
professional staff and supportive personnel, and you have a natural 
formula for reducing healthcare costs. AMCPA's members have 
successfully followed this formula. 

Economies of scale provide the basis for cost containment and cost 
efficiency. Some of the more important areas that have an impact on 
cost containment include: overhead expenses, generic dispensing, 
buying power, pharmacy group practice, and the use of mechanical and 
electronic technology to mechanize and improve pharmacy dispensing 
procedures. 

Furthermore, there is no objective evidence to prove the claim that 
managed care, mail service pharmacies are not cost-effective. Only two 
studies, the Brandeis study and the Seiben study, purport to show that 
managed care, mail service pharmacies do not reduce overall drug costs. 
For several reasons, however, both of these conclusions are profoundly 
faulty. 

In the case of the Brandeis study, which purports to show only a two
cent-per-day cost difference between mail service pharmacies and retail 
pharmacies, two factors make its cost comparisons useless. First, due 
to a lack of adequate response to the survey's inquires, limited cost data 
were obtained. Even the authors of the study themselves admitted that 
this called into serious question the validity of their so-called two-cent 
difference-"[The two-cent difference] may be inconclusive since many 
of the firms questioned failed to provide information on average net 
acquisition costs and selling prices for specific products." Second, the 
researchers used average prescription price data from one particular 
source without examining the origins of that data and determining 
whether they were truly representative of actual prescription costs. 
Other average prescription price data, which would have shown a 
significant saving for mail service pharmacies, were disregarded for no 
reason. This prompted even one of the study's coauthors, Stephen 
Schondelmeyer, when asked if the so-called two-cent difference was an 
unfair comparison, to respond under oath, "Yes, I've agreed with that." 
In fact, had other average prescription price data been used, the results 
would have shown a price difference of more than ten percent. 
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The only other study to allege that managed care, mail service 
pharmacy is not cost-effective is a study by Seiben & Associates, Inc. 
Even the Seiben study, however, acknowledged that the unit costs for 
mail service pharmacies were four percent less than for retail 
pharmacies. The study alleged, however, that net costs were higher (by 
five percent) because of increased drug utilization. For several reasons, 
however, these data and conclusions must be discounted. First, it 
utilized mail service plans with a lBO-day supply. This is not 
representative of managed care pharmacy as a whole, which averages a 
72-day supply. One would expect significant wastage in a plan using a 
lBO-day supply. Second, the Seiben study did not compare actual costs 
before and after introduction of a mail service plan-it only compared 
post-plan data to expected pre-plan data. Finally, the study did not take 
into account the cost reductions resulting from generic substitutions. 
For all these reasons, the Seiben study too must be discounted. 

In contrast to the two faulty studies mentioned above, there have been 
numerous studies that have testified to the ability of managed care, 
mail service pharmacies to reduce overall prescription costs. A study 
done by the firm William M. Mercer concluded that "mail service 
reduced total gross costs. Increased drug utilization was not a 
significant offsetting factor .... Total plan discounts achieved through 
the adoption of the mail service option more than offset the minor 
increase in utilization observed for these plans." Another study by the 
Boston Consulting Group concluded that "at the unit-cost level, MSP 
[mail service pharmacy] plans offer savings of 30 to 35 percent on 
maintenance drugs over card and MM [major medical] plans .... At the 
total drug-cost level, savings can potentially reach 20 to 25 percent." 
Another study by FIND/SVP observed "a 26% difference in cost between 
a mail order prescription and a prescription reimbursed through a 
standard major medical plan." Finally, a Frost & Sullivan, Inc. report 
established that managed care pharmacy provides 22% savings over 
major medical plans and 11% savings over card plans. 

A recent study, prepared by the Wyatt Company, an international 
benefits consulting firm, compared costs under managed care, mail 
service pharmacies and pharmacy network arrangements with prices in 
unmanaged retail environments. Managed care, mail order pharmacy 
operations (best-suited for chronic-condition, maintenance medications) 
generally charge 13% below Average Wholesale Price (A WP) plus a 
$2.50 dispensing fee. Pharmacy PPO prices are about 10% below A WP 
plus a $2.75 dispensing fee. Unmanaged retail stores charge B.25% 
above A WP plus a $4.00 dispensing fee, the study says. 

And, the Wyatt study adds, "Note that mail order supplies an average 
73 days supply compared to an average supply of 30 days in retail, 
resulting in a 'corrected' dispensing fee of $1.04 per 30 days supply 
(and) over 11% claims cost sayings compared to unmanaged retail." 
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When all the data are collected, the conclusion is simple: managed care, 
mail service pharmacies are successful in reducing overall prescription 
costs. Any so-called evidence that claims otherwise is, for one reason or 
another, useless. All the remaining evidence clearly testifies to the cost 
savings inherent in managed care pharmacy. 
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• Managed Care, Mail Service Pharmacies Do not Provide Adequate Care 
to Patients They Never See 

Pharmacist/patient contact has always been discussed as the ideal 
situation, even to the extent of charging for the time of consultation. 
Philosophically, this is good, and it is an admirable goal. 

To be blunt, however, there is no evidence to suggest that quality of 
care suffers because of a lack of face-to-face consultation. Mail service 
pharmacists are just a telephone call away for patients who have 
questions about their prescription medications or over-the-counter 
drug products. Pharmacists are available to counsel patients privately 
and confidentially in their homes through a toll-free (800) number. 
This confidential counseling service is available (1) before the patient 
sends the prescription order to the pharmacy, (2) after the patient 
receives the prescription medicine, and (3) anytime during or after the 
entire course of medication therapy. 

Furthermore, a mail service pharmacy utilizes dispensing procedures 
that provide the same characteristics of consultation as those found at 
the traditional retail pharmacy level. A mail service pharmacy 
maintains patient profiles and checks each prescription against the 
patient's drug history file and a sophisticated adverse drug reaction 
program. Pharmacists review and resolve any potential problem 
before medication is dispensed. A mail service pharmacy also includes 
drug information leaflets with the drugs dispensed. These leaflets, 
written in easy-to-understand language, provide the patient with 
general information about the medicine as well as specific advice on 
proper usage, possible side effects, and precautionary measures. 

Some claim that actual face-to-face consultation is necessary, and some 
have even suggested that it be legally required. But not everyone who 
gets prescription medication needs consultation nor wants it. Making 
face-to-face consultation mandatory is fraught with problems. Current 
state laws and regulations and good professional practice allow the 
pharmacist to consult with the patient when, in the pharmacist's 
professional judgment, it is necessary. Current federal law, in the 
form of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990, requies states 
to adopt basic requirements for patient counseling, but allows states to 
provide specific guidelines on how the patient counseling should be 
administered. Two principles which must be kept in mind with regard 
to laws requiring patient counseling are: first, is the pharmacy or 
pharmacist allowed the proper flexibility in choosing how the patient 
counseling is to be administered in each situation; and second, do the 
regulations respect the variety of ways in which patient counseling can 
be administered in different pharmacy practice settings? 
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Furthermore, oral consultation can be faulty. It should be used only as 
a supplement to, not a replacement for, written consultation. After all, 
patients do not always pick up their prescription medication; 
sometimes they send a relative or neighbor or friend. Because patients 
on chronic medication know what they are taking, they probably do not 
need oral consultation anyway. However, their prescriptions do need 
to be monitored. Not all patients need or want oral consultation. 

Managed care, mail service pharmacies have established themselves as 
professional practice settings. They incorporate physician prescribing 
data and patient consultation into drug usage reports. These give 
guidance to improving patient drug therapy. Furthermore, these 
reports represent some of the value-added services that home-delivered 
pharmacy offers. In effect, mail service pharmacies have separated the 
commodity-the prescription medication-from the service, from the 
consultation information, and they have set benchmark standards for 
cost~effective delivery of both the commodity and the service. These 
reports, when evaluated on a patient-by-patient basis, represent 
another form of patient consultation. 

Problems relating to patient care permeate all forms of pharmacy 
practice-retail and chain drug stores as well as mail service 
pharmacies. It is not inappropriate to decry the loss of old-time values 
and practices; however, it is wrong to focus solely on the demonstrably 
reputable group of mail service pharmacists and attempt to allege that 
the evils of modem times reside entirely with them. 
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• Managed Care, Mail Service Pharmacies are High-Speed, Error-Prone, 
Assembly-line Operations 

This accusation results from a fundamental misunderstanding of the 
way in which managed care, mail service pharmacies operate. Using 
standard estimates of the number of prescription orders dispensed by 
managed care, mail service pharmacies annually, the average managed 
care pharmacist dispenses about 12 prescription orderd an hour. His 
counterpart in a retail pharmacy typically dispenses about 10.2 an 
hour. This difference is hardly significant, considering that the 
managed care pharmacist is not interrupted by nonprofessional or 
retailing activities, and it hardly supports a claim of "high speed 
dispensing. " 

Managed care, mail service pharmacies use a group practice 
arrangement. In group practice at managed care pharmacies, some 
pharmacists are assigned to various quality checkpoints, some monitor 
drug-drug interactions, some perform actual dispensing, and some 
handle patient consultation. Pharmacists are periodically rotated if 
they desire, so that they have the opportunity to participate in all 
areas of the pharmacy practice. The concept of pharmacy group 
practice provides assurances that prescription orders and drug therapy 
monitoring receive the attention of a number of pharmacists 
throughout the dispensing process. The division of duties reduces 
stress and mistakes by keeping pharmacists from constantly jumping 
from one task to another, as they often do in a retail setting. 

Managed care pharmacists are not interrupted in their practice by 
nonprofessional or retailing activities or other distractions. The 
pharmacist in the traditional retail pharmacy performs a number of 
non-pharmacy practice retailing activities. These retailing activities 
reduce the amount of time devoted to pharmacy practice, subsequently 
affecting the nature and number of prescription orders that can be 
dispensed. 

Critics of managed care, mail service pharmacy try to impute stress to 
the working conditions and practice environment of the mail service 
pharmacist. The stress factors of all areas of pharmacy practice should 
be studied and compared. A scientific statement can then be made 
about stress and pharmacy practice. But there is nothing to suggest 
that stress is endemic to managed care pharmacy. 

In fact, managed care pharmacies are pharmaceutical service centers 
where the profession of pharmacy is practiced to the highest degree. In 
many aspects, it is the culmination of professional pharmacy practice. 
It hardly compares to an "assembly-line" operation. 
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• Managed Care, Mail Service Pharmacies Create Risks for Seniors 

This is also an unfounded allegation. First, there is nothing endemic to 
senior citizens that makes them more susceptible to any supposed 
"risks" of managed care pharmacies as compared with "average" 
people. There are health-related issues that affect seniors directly, but 
these issues apply to all of pharmacy, not just managed care pharmacy. 
Second, there is no evidence to suggest that seniors have been placed 
at a greater risk through the use of managed care pharmacies, since 
managed care pharmacies don't create risks for anyone. 

Prescription drug noncompliance is a problem for senior citizens, but 
here again this is a problem that affects all of pharmacy. The 
pharinacy, retail, chain, hospital, and managed care pharmacy, all 
need to address this issue to improve medication compliance among 
seniors. Obtaining prescription medication from the hospital 
pharmacy, the community pharmacy, the chain pharmacy, or the 
managed care, mail service pharmacy does not change the patient's 
ability to comply. Compliance depends on a patient's cooperation and 
the on-going monitoring of the medication regimen by the patient's 
physician. 

Furthermore, no evidence exists to support the claim that managed 
care pharmacies create any risks for seniors. The AARP Pharmacy 
Service, for example, which markets its prescription drugs primarily to 
older Americans, has an enviable record of safety. A spokesman for 
AARP, testifying before the illinois Department of Professional 
Regulation on behalf of the AARP Pharmacy Service, said, "The AARP 
Pharmacy Service operated three of the 41 registered nonresident 
pharmacies [in California] during the [two-and-a-halfyear] period 
under review and dispensed no less than 2.7 million prescriptions for 
California residents. Even had all of the [nine] complaints [recorded 
during the period] been filed against us-which I assure you is not the 
case--the report would represent one of the most remarkable safety 
and compliance records in regulatory history." In fact, during the 
review period mentioned, only nine complaints were filed against all of 
the managed care pharmacies operating in California. Managed care 
pharmacies have an enviable record of safety, and there is nothing to 
support an allegation of increased risk for senior citizens. 
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• Managed Care, Mail Service Pharmacies Target Senior Citizens 

Managed care pharmacies don't "target" anyone. Managed care 
pha;macies provide. safe, convenient care to all patients, including 
semors. 

Is it true that senior citizens are frequent users of managed care 
pharmacies? Yes, but this is a direct result of the fact that senior 
citizens consume, on average, many more prescriptions. than do 
younger people. It has nothing to do with "targeting" by managed care 
pharmacies. Elderly patients are the most likely to have chronic 
illnesses and be on maintenance medication; therefore, they are 
natural patients for managed care pharmacies. 

A rapidly growing sector of our society is the elderly. It has been 
predicted that by 1995 the number of Americans over seventy-five will 
increase by 30%. That some population represents the largest per 
capita consumer of drugs; the group contains persons with the greatest 
prevalence of chronic diseases; and the group consists in large part of 
persons on limited incomes. Moreover, many elderly persons have 
problems with ambulation-getting to the local drug store. The idea of 
sending the prescription order away in the mail, and having the 
product arrive right at their door several days later at a competitive 
price, is an attractive, convenient, and proven concept. 

In general, the major users of managed care pharmacies are retired 
workers, employees of large corporations, and union members with 
prescription drug coverage. Of these, it is the retired workers' group 
that consumes the most medicines and therefore has the highest costs 
and simultaneously has the greatest proportion of chronic disease. It 
is a natural for this patient population. 

All of these factors, along with longer life expectancy and earlier 
discharge from hospitals, mean increased drug utilization by the 
elderly. This is a natural phenomenon, one that affects both managed 
care and other forms of pharmacy practice. It is in no way the result of 
an effort to "target" the elderly. 
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• Managed Care, Mail Service Pharmacy, Despite its Claim, 
Is Inconvenient 

This suggestion betrays common sense. Convenience is the number 
one reason why patients choose a particular pharmacy. But there is 
nothing to suggest that managed care pharmacies are inconvenient; in 
fact, the reverse is probably true-managed care pharmacies offer 
more convenience and value-added services than retail or chain drug 
stores. 

Managed care pharmacies are extremely convenient for patients living 
in rural areas, the handicapped, and the homebound. Managed care 
pharmacy is especially valuable for the elderly as well, since it is this 
very group that has ambulation difficulties as a result of orthopedic 
disease, lack of a driver's license, or dependence on the lengthy and 
complex process of using public transportation. Managed care 
pharmacy has also been proven very convenient for patients who live 
in remote, isolated areas, places where retail pharmacies have decided 
they cannot or will not locate. 

Managed care pharmacy began with the Veterans Administration. 
Why did the VA introduce a mail service pharmacy? Because not only 
did it reduce costs, it also provided a new level of convenience to 
veterans, many of who were homebound and could not easily get to a 
pharmacy for their prescription medication. 

Furthermore, it is the enormous success of managed care pharmacy 
over the past ten years that truly disproves the assertion that managed 
care pharmacy is inconvenient. Sales by for-profit managed care 
pharmacies have grown form $100 million in 1981 to $3 billion in 1991, 
a thirty-fold increase. Would managed care pharmacy have 
experienced such tremendous growth if it were "inconvenient?" Of 
course not. Managed care pharmacy has grown because it provides 
safe, cost-effective, convenient services to millions of Americans. It is 
the American healthcare consumers themselves that have testified to 
the convenience of managed care pharmacy. 

The claim that managed care pharmacy is inconvenient is a false one. 
Convenience is inherent in the concept of managed care pharmacy, a 
fact that has been proven by the enormous success this unique method 
of prescription dispensing has had over the past decade. 
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Center for Phar.acy Kanage.ent and Research 

The Center for Pharmacy Management and Research was 

established at the University of Tennessee College of Pharmacy in 

1985 for the purpose of producing and providing management 

information for the pharmacy profession and related health care 

institutions. The Center goals include research in health care 

management, education for health care practitioners and service to 

industry, institutions and entrepreneurs in pharmacy. The Center 

is supported by the College of Pharmacy and endowments established 

by virtue of gifts from Hr. R. C., "Dudley·, Hoskins, D.Ph. of 

Clinton, Tennessee and Chapman Drug Company of Knoxville. 

Tennessee. 



Evaluation of Consumer Opinions of Prescription 

Drug Services from Community and Kail Order Phar~acies 

Introduction 

During the past three years many employers and union trust 
funds have intensified their search for less expensive alternatives 
for providing health care benefits. Prescription drug benefits, 
although representing only 6.7 percent of total health care 
expenditures, have experienced uncommon scrutiny. Some large 
corporate purchasers, in search of health care cost containment, 
have implemented what many providers consider to be bizarre 
alternative del ivery systems. Among such delivery systems are mail 
order prescription drug programs. 

Although mail order prescription programs have only recently 
made headlines, these programs began in the prescription drug 
industry over forty years ago. The most famous programs with 
longevity include the Veterans Administration (VA) Drug Benefit 
established in 1946 and the National Association of Retired 
Teachers established in 1959. The VA program, a free service to 
veterans, mailed 19.3 million prescriptions in the 1983 fiscal 
year. This was by far the largest mail order program. Other 
programs met with mixed success until the health care industry 
entered the era of cost containment. Besides the large VA program, 
the next two largest mail order providers are the American 
Association of Retired Persons (AARP), dispensing approximately 5 
million prescriptions per year, and National Pharmacies, dispensing 
approximately 2 million prescriptions per year. 

As the emphasis accelerated on cost containment, prescription 
drug program purchasers became less enamored with service and much 
more preoccupied with financial consequences. Casting perceived 
quality aside, the buyer moved toward what appeared to be a less 
expensive delivery system with limited risk - mail order. The 
apparent reasons for economy in the system were (1) economies of 
scale; (2) ability to substitute generiC drugs in states with 
liberal substitution laws; and (3) a computerized information 
system for utilization review and claims processing. For these 
reasons, mail order programs were offered to union workers in the 
early 1980s. 
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A major employer in East Tennessee adopted a mail order 
prescription program in 1984. It is projected that the adoption of 
this program removed prescription drug purchases in excess of 
S2,OOO,000 from the local market. Through conversations with 
employees util izing the mail order program, pharmacists reported 
significant effects on dispensing, as well as unusual injuries. 

Puroose 

The purpose of the study was to determine the degree to which 
mail order program users differ from non-users regarding their 
satisfaction with prescription drug services. 

Methods 

A personal interview was designed for administration to adults 
residing at private residences in the county in which the employer 
is situated. The interview was pretested and modified to reduce 
and/or eliminate items which were easily misunderstood or confused 
the interviewee (Appendix A). Interviews were conducted by 
telephone by a trained interviewer. The interviewer was instructed 
about proper procedure, etiquette and telephone interview 
techniques. The interviewees were informed that this project was 
being conducted by the UniverSity of Tennessee College of 
Pharmacy, and that the project was examining prescription drug 
services and consumer preferences. 

A sample of 300 residences was selected from the county 
telephone directory. The selection process utilized the systematic 
random sample technique. The interviewer called each residence and 
requested to speak to the husband, wife or head of household. 
Procedures to assure randomness and representation were used in the 
event that contact could not be made with the occupants. The 
interview process continued until 300 complete and usable 
interviews were obtained. 

Results 

Data from 300 interviews were coded, entered and tabulated by 
computer. These tabulated data were summarized to describe the 
characteristics of the sample, their preferences for prescription 
services and comparison of mail order user preferences to community 
pnarmacy user preferences. 
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The incidence of mail order prescription service was only 11 
percent in a community where the predominate employer has 
implemented the service. Most mail order users report few problems 
and the overall rating of the service was excellent or good. In 
fact, the rating for mail order services was slightly better than 
the rating for community pharmacy services. 
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1 Resolution 91 (I-86) of the House of Delegates, asking the AMA 
2 to meet with the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association to 
3 communicate the AMA's concerns regarding mail order prescriptions to 
4 industry, insurance companies, and appropriate regulatory bodies, 
5 was referred to the Board of Trustees. The concerns addressed in 
6 the resolution are that: (1) the 90-day minimum quantity required 
7 by some mail order prescription services represents a potential for 
8 overdose in many patients; (2) the accumulation of medication may 
9 lead to the illicit diversion and misuse of drugs; (3) controlled 

10 quantities, controlled number of refills, and fixed intervals 
11 between refills are essential for many patients; and (4) the large 
12 minimum quantity required may be financially burdensome for 
13 low-income patients. 
14 
15 PAST HOUSE ACTION 
16 
17 . In the last AMA policy statement that addressed mail order 
18 prescriptions, Board of Trustees Report N (A-60), the House of 
19 Delegates endorsed a proposal of the pharmacy profession to regard 
20 the "unorthodox practice of mail order filling of prescription drugs 
21 as not in the best interest of the patient except where unavoidable 
22 because of geographic isolation of the patient." 
23 
24 BACKGROUND 
25 
26 Mail order prescriptions or, more accurately, mail service 
27 pharmacy (MSP) is a form of pharmacy practice that dispenses drugs 
28 by mail. In the United States, consumer demand and the emphasis on 
29 cost containment in health care programs are partly responsible for 
30 the growth of MSP. The Veterans Administration (VA) dispenses the 
31 largest number of drugs to patients by mail, but usually not outside 
32 the individual VA medical center area which distinguishes it in part 
33 from other large MSPs. The American Association of Retired Persons 

Past House Action: I-86:407j A-60:56 
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1 [AARP] Pharmacy Service is the oldest nonprofit private MSP. 
2 For-profit private companies (eg, America's Pharmacy, Medco) also 
3 exist. The for-profit companies mayor may not require membership. 
4 MSP is now expanding to hospitals (eg, Arc Ventures, Inc., a 
5 for-profit subsidiary of the nonprofit Rush Presbyterian St. Lukes 
6 Medical Center in Chicago), and chain and independent pharmacies 
7 (eg, Thrift, SuperX, Walgreens). Industrial companies (eg, 
8 Chrysler, Ford, General Motorsl), have benefit programs which include 
9 drugs by mail. 

10 
11 Currently, the number of prescriptions dispensed by mail service 
12 pharmacies (excluding prescriptions dispensed by the VA) is 
13 approximately 60 million per year, which represents less than 4% of 
14 the 1.5 billion prescriptions dispensed annually. The remainder is 
15 divided among about 60 organizations. The National Association of 
16 Mail Service Pharmacies, which is currently composed of eight of the 
17 larger MSPs, projects that MSP will have 6% of the market in the 
18 near future and possibly 10% in the 1990s. This projection is based 
19 on growth during the last deci!de and the continued expansion of 
20 prepaid medical plans. 
21 
22 In 1986, the Louisiana State Board of Pharmacy commissioned a 
23 study to prepare a monograph Ion the regulation of MSP. The study 
24 concludes that the current regulatory status of MSP is in a state of 
25 flux. No federal law preempt,s the states in their regulation of 
26 MSP, and state boards of pharmacy differ widely in their 
27 requirements for licensure and operation. A few states have 
28 developed model guidelines for regulation, but the acceptance of one 
29 standard by all states seems unlikely. Currently, the Drug 
30 Enforcement Administration is the only federal agency which affects 
31 regulation of MSPs that ship prescription drugs across state lines. 
32 A pharmacist in any state can dispense a prescription written by a 
33 physician in any other state, and he/she is regulated under the laws 
34 of the state in which the license to practice pharmacy is granted; 
35 therefore, state boards of pharmacy can enforce the requirements for 
36 licensure of the pharmacists employed by MSPs whose place of 
37 business is located within the state. 
38 
39 At its 1987 annual meeting, the National Association of Boards 
40 of Pharmacy (NABP) recommended that a survey of all state boards be 
41 conducted to collect complaints and any disciplinary actions taken 
42 regarding MSP. NABP asked that the results of the survey be 
43 reported at its 1988 annual meeting. 
44 
45 BENEFITS AND CONCERNS 
46 
47 In a survey of a random sample of 1,800 customers out of a total 
48 of 50,000 customers conducted by the AARP Pharmacy Service in 1987, 
49 two benefits--convenience and price--were cited by 99% and 93% of 
50 the respondents, respectively. Economies of scale and generic 
51 dispensing are claimed to account for most of the cost savings 
52 perceived. The price advantage may be more perceived than real if a 
53 Prescription Card Service (PCS) study is correct. PCS is a claims 
54 processing subsidiary of McKesson, Inc. Although MSP was less 
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1 expensive per unit cost, total cost to the buyer is actually 
2 greater. The increase in total cost was due to an increase in 
3 utilization and the maximum prescribing amount allowed by the health 
4 benefit program for drugs. 
5 
6 The next two benefits cited in the AARP survey were promptness 
7 based on expectations (14%) and convenience when transportation is 
8 unavailable (13%). Although representatives of MSP comment that 
9 additional benefits will be the capability to perform drug 

10 utilization studies and postmarketing surveillance, there is little 
11 peer-reviewed literature that such benefits currently exist (except 
12 in the case of the VA). 
13 
14 The major concerns of members of the National Association of 
15 Retail Druggists (NARD) about MSP are the competition that the 
16 practice poses. Except for the state in which a MSP company is 
17 domiciled, it is usually not required to register for licensure. 
18 The members of the American Pharmaceutical Association (APhA) also 
19 are concerned about competition and believe that MSP does not offer 
20 comprehensive pharmaceutical services, eg, personalized counseling 
21 by the pharmacist. Further, the Policy Committee on Public Affairs 
22 of the APhA is concerned that patient freedom of choice will be 
23 limited if insurance companies require mail order use. MSP 
24 supporters argue that counseling by retail pharmacists is only 
25 offered in about one-third of total patient contacts. In addition, 
26 since many MSPs have a 24-hour, seven-day WATS line service, they 
27 believe that contact with patients and physicians is as frequent and 
28 as helpful as that of retail pharmacists. 
29 
30 In response to concerns about diversion, the Drug Enforcement 
31 Administration (DEA) conducted a study in 1972, entitled Project 
32 Script, to determine the ease with which prescription fraud is 
33 perpetrated and the prevalence of prescription fraud in MSP compared 
34 to retail drug stores. To estimate their vulnerability, 256 
35 prescription frauds of controlled substances were attempted over a 
36 two-month period. Retail pharmacies honored the prescription 56% of 
37 the time, whereas MSPs filled identical requests only 25% of the 
38 time. As a result of this study, it is presumed that persons 
39 attempting to illicitly secure controlled substances are reluctant 
40 to furnish a mailing address and prefer to observe the pharmacist 
41 directly and to be able to leave the premises quickly if the 
42 pharmacist acts suspicious. 
43 
44 A second survey conducted by the DEA in 1976 of 123 pharmacies 
45 (including 93 VA pharmacies) offering mail order prescription 
46 services reached a similar conclusion. This survey revealed that 
47 less than 0.5% (approximately 12,000 dosage units) of the total 
48 number of dosage units of controlled substances that were sent 
49 through the mail (or United Parcel Service) in 1976 were actually 
50 lost or stolen. Overall, the verification systems to avoid drug 
51 diversion in MSP pharmacies were judged to be acceptable and 
52 accurate.' 
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1 The VA has an extensive patient profile system and requires that 
2 a patient profile be on record prior to the dispensing of drugs. 
3 Prescriptions are limited to an original and five renewals, and a 
4 notice is sent with the last renewal to remind the patient that a 
5 physician must be contacted before another prescription can be 
6 dispensed for that drug. 
7 
8 Regarding the possibility l'lf an overdose, no published studies 
9 are available that cite the prevalence of overdose in MSP patients 

10 compared to those who purchase their medication in the more 
11 traditional manner. 
12 
13 CONCLUSIONS 
14 
15 1. Mail service pharmacy :Ls an established alternative method 
16 of distributing drugs in the United States. 
17 
18 2. Controlled studies in the 1970s support the fact that MSPs 
19 are less vulnerable to drug di'7ersion than retail pharmacies. 
20 Although numerous concerns about lack of safety and drug diversion 
21 have been expressed in trade publications and newsletters, 
22 documented controlled data regarding these concerns are minimal. 
23 There is no evidence of lack of safety in the peer-reviewed 
24 controlled-study literature. The National Association of Boards of 
25 Pharmacy is currently conducting a one-year study to document 
26 complaints and review safety. Presently, the practice of obtaining 
27 drugs from mail service pharmacies appears to be relatively safe. 
28 
29 3. Mail service pharmacy for prescription drugs is probably 
30 most appropriate for patients who have a well-established diagnosis, 
31 who have long-term chronic illnesses, whose disease is relatively 
32 stable and in whom the dose and dosage schedule is well regulated, 
33 who are isolated because of ge()graphic or personal reasons, who have 
34 a drug history profile on recor.d, who have been adequately informed 
35 about their medication, and who continue to see their physician 
36 regularly. Certainly, MSP is not best utilized for medications that 
37 are to be used acutely. Further. there must be assurance that 
38 generic substitution occur only by order of the prescribing 
39 physician." 
40 
41 4. Any purported price savings from the use of mail service 
42 pharmacy is difficult to assess, since studies are generally limited 
43 to regional and limited patient populations. 
44 
45 5. Physicians have responsibility to prescribe reasonable 
46 amounts of prescription medications based on the diagnosis and needs 
47 of their patients. Physicians must not be influenced by purely 
48 economic reason, but they must take into account the patient's 
49 ability to pay and be aware of the guidelines recommended by 
50 particular health benefit programs for drugs. 
51 
52 The Board of Trustees recommends that this report be adopted in 
53 lieu of Resolution 91 (I-86). 
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INTRODUCTION 

Senate Concurrent Resolution 1j'9, adopted by the Michigan Legislature on 
June 25, 1987, called for a special legislative committee to "review the 
health and safety impact of mail order prescription plans." 

Pursuant to this Resolution, the Senate apPointed a special committee of 
Senator Harmon Cropsey (Chair), Senator John Schwarz, M.D., and Senator 
Michael O'Brien. The Committee held hearings on September 17-18, 1987, and 
November 18, 1987. Invited to these hearings were representatives of the 
Departments of Civil Service and Management and Budget of the state of 
Michigan; the Michigan Pharmacists Association and pharmacists; mail order 
pharmacies; senior citizen organizations; and businesses which offer their 
employees a mail order pharmacy (MOP) benefit. 

The Resolution and the establishment of a committee was initiated by the 
inclusion of a mail order ~rescription benefit in the benefit packages for 
several state of Michigan bargaining groups by the state Department of Civil 
Service. This action raised concern in a number of areas due to the fact 
that it was contrary to established state policy. Michigan law prohibits 
any pharmacist licensed in Michigan from using the mail to sell, distribute 
or deliver a drug which requires a prescription when the prescription for 
the drug is received by mail. (See Section 333.17763 (a) of the Public 
Health Code.) The state Attorney General has opined that the law does not 
apply to pharmacists licensed in other states. 

Members of the Legislature felt that it was contradictory for the Executive 
branch to enter into a contract that was opposite in purpose to established 
state policy without legislative review of that contract and the policy that 
preceded it. 

- iii -



I. THE STATE OF MICHIGAN CONTRACT 

The state program will provide mail service prescriptions to 27,000 active 
employees and dependents, and 20,000 retirees and dependents. The total 
eligible population is estimated at 103,000 individuals. 

Medicines will be provided for a minimum of 21 days and a maximum of 90 
day~. The members will pay no copay for prescriptions filled through the 
mail order pharmacy but will pay a . $2.00 copay for those filled by a 
communitf pharmacy. It is . estimated the state will save $851,000 on 
$13.6 mi lion in drug benefits pro~ided. Other than the financial incentive 
offered by the elimination of the copay for those utilizing the MOP (mail 
order pharmacy), the program is entirely voluntary. 

This optional benefit was negotiated by the Office of State Employer to 
become effective on October 1, 1987. The benefit was approved by the 
Department of Civil Service Commission in January 1987. 

The contract was let by the state of Michigan to Baxter Travenol Preferred 
prescription Service (PPS) with offices in Lincolnshire, Illinois, but 
incorporated in the state of Delaware. This company has been in the mail 
order prescription business since July 1985. 

When the state's proposed action to initiate a voluntary mail order program 
was publicized, a number of concerns were brought to the attention of the 
Office of State Employer and the Civil Service Commission regarding health 
and safety implications of the mail order program. These same concerns were 
raised at Senate hearings here in Michigan and in other forums around the 
country. Those concerns include: 

- the lack of state regulation of mail order programs; 

- the inconclusive evidence demonstrating cost effectiveness; 

- the lack of patient-pharmacist interaction; 

- questions regarding the efficacy of checks and balances at mail 
order firms in filling prescriptions; 

- possible time lags in receiving medications in the mail; 

- the uncontrolled temperature climate with mail order delivery; and 

- the potential of drug diversion. 

The provisions of the contract between the state of Michigan and PPS appear 
to address a number of these concerns. Some of those provisions include: 

- 1 -



PPS will have toll-free telephone service between 8:30 a.m. and 
6:30 p.m. EST; 

- 90% of the prescriptions will be received and mailed within two 
days; 

- the remaining 10% will be mailed by the third day; 

- the company will provide Braille labels and nonchild-proof caps 
upon request; . 

- registered pharmacists will be responsible for initial reading and 
interpreting of the prescription for actually filling the 
prescription; and for comparing drugs dispensed to initial 
prescription. At least ~wo registered pharmacists will see and 
put their personal stamp on each prescription filled by PPS; and 

- the average generic dispensing rate at PPS is 20%, which is two 
times the national average.. They purchase a generic from only one 
vendor to eliminate confusion. (However, PPS' rate is well below 
Michigan Blue Cross/Blue Shield average generic dispensing rate of 
approximately 35%. The Medicaid generic dispensing rate is 
estimated to.be between 35-40%.) 

All prescriptions are automatically checked to ensure that the drugs 
prescribed are included in the state's specific plan. Several other 
conditions will flag a prescription for additional attention including: 
premature refills; excessive dosages; excessive quantities; controlled 
substances; specialty medications; prescriptions which may result in a drug 
interaction based on the patient profile that will be maintained by the 
computer software program; and incomplete prescriptions. 

Patient counseling information specific to the patient and the drug is 
provided on each prescription dispensed. 

PPS, as the pharmacy contractor, operates a Utilization Review program. The 
program identifies where, for whom, and for what types of conditions benefit 
dollars are being spent. They will recommend action plans to address 
increasing health care costs. 

It should be noted that while the state of Michigan Office of the Employer 
has done a credible job in negotiating a contract with many provisions which 
will address the health and safety concerns raised, there is no guarantee 
that other mail order pharmacies doing business with Michigan residents will 
incoreorate the same safe1uards in their practice. Michigan businesses 
adoptlng a mail order bene it for their employees, and individual Michigan 
citizens, need to be aware of the possible problems that may be inherent in 
mail order delivery, and need to assure themselves that the mail order firm 
with which they do business is utilizing all appropriate safeguards. 

- 2 -



II. BACKGROUND ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF MOPS 

The mail order prescription business is divided basically into four groups: 

1. Nonprofit Government - Veterans Administration (VA) 

2. Nonprofit Private - American Association of Retired Persons (AARP) 

3. For profit limited - serving membership groups such as the Arthritis 
Foundation, Epilepsy Foundation, Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, National 
Council of Senior Citizens; and National Education Association. 

4. For profit public drug programs - serving employee groups such as 
Chrysler, Ford Motor, the Ladies Garment Workers Union and public 
employee groups. 

Mail service pharmacies have formed an association known as the National 
Association of Mail Service Pharmacies (NAMSP). 

The two largest MOPs in the country are operated by the Veterans 
Administration, established in 1946, and the American Association of Retired 
Persons (AARP), established in 1959. Both of these have been in existence 
for many years with very wide utilization. There were no public records 
available to us of health or safety problems, nor is it known if any exist. 

The Committee asked the AARP to send representatives to the mail order drug 
hearings to provide information on the background of mail order and its 
effect on senior citizens. 

As the largest and oldest private mail order pharmacy business in the United 
States, it was felt that AARP could provide the most historical and 
comprehensive information. AARP responded by sending representatives and by 
compiling a large volume of data for the Committee to review. Highlights of 
that information follow. 

Attention to mail order pharmacy services has become more focused in recent 
years, but MOPs have been around for a considerable period of time. Rural 
residents have historically been dependent on the postal system to deliver 
medicines and health products as well as other products, particularly prior 
to the development of the automobile. 

The group with the longest history of involvement in MOPs is the Veterans 
Administration, which began the service in 1946. The major difference 
between the VA and others is that their medicines are provided free of 
charge to the patient. VA fills mail order prescriptions through 172 
medical centers and 226 out-patient clinics. 

In 1984, the VA delivered 22 million prescriptions by mail or other common 
carriers. Those prescriptions represented just slightly over 1% of the 
total prescriptions filled by mail order and community pharmacies combined. 
Thus, while the growth has been rapid in recent years, it still represents a 
very small percent of total drug deliveries. 
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AARP operates the largest private:, nonprofit mail order pharmacy, having 
dispensed nearly 100 million prescriptions. They state that they want their 
members to have access to lower priced, high quality pharmacy services. 
They state that they also respond to the special needs of those with limited 
physical access to conventional pharmacy services, i.e. older Americans who 
are homebound, the disabled or handicapped, those living in rural areas, and 
those without access to public or private transportation. 

More than two million members use the MOP on a regular basis--most for 
maintenance drugs. The AARP states that more than 80,000 of those members 
live in Michigan. AARP members are under no obligation to use the mail 
order service. AARP states that members freely choose to use the MOP 
instead of local community pharmacies because of its safety, convenience, 
services, and prices. 

AARP Pharmacy Service is administered by Retired Persons Services, Inc., a 
District of Columbia not-for-profit membership corporation, which is 
organized independently of AARP. The net income is used either to improve 
services or lower prices but the pharmacy is not tax exempt. It pays all 
applicable federal, state and local taxes. It does not avail itself of any 
federal postage subsidies. 

AARP Pharmacy Service operates pharmacies in eleven states and the District 
of Columbia. All offer walk-in service while 10 also provide postage-paid 
home delivery service by mail or other commercial carriers. Each complies 
with the pharmacy laws and regulations of the state in which it is located 
and with all federal statutes and regulations governing the practice of 
pharmacy and delivery of pharmaceuticals. Each is regularly inspected by 
the Board of Pharmacy of its home state, is registered with the United 
States Department of Justice, and complies with the regulations of the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration and the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration. 
Only licensed pharmacists dispense prescription drugs in its facilities. 

In 1986, the AARP Pharmacy Service asked its customers why mail service was 
important to them. It states that in less than two months it received more 
than 65,000 hand-written responses. Of these, approximately 600 were 
received from Michigan residents. 

In testimony delivered before the Senate Committee, AARP summarized the 
reasons their members gave for using the AARP MOPs: 

"Competitive prices, good service, convenience, privacy and free 
delivery. . .price has always been an important factor for older 
persons who depend on prescription drugs for chronic conditions. 
While making up only 12% of the population, people over age 60 
purchase more than one-third of all the prescriptions sold in the 
U.S. A recent study conducted by AARP showed that prescription 
costs are the second highest out-of-pocket health care expenses 
for older Americans, exceeded onlly by nursing home costs." 

Mail order pharmacy services (MOPs) are available as an employee benefit in 
numerous private sector firms doing business in Michigan, including the "big 
three H automakers. Several other states have included MOPs as a benefit to 
their employees. 
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AARP estimates the total of all prescriptions dispensed by all mail order 
pharmacies is less than 3% of the total number of prescriptions dispensed 
throughout the nation. That percentage estimate is echoed by several other 
sources. Thus, if 1.5 billion prescriptions are dispensed annually by all 
pharmacies, the approximate number of mail order prescriptions would be 
50 million per year. In spite of this significant number of mail order 
prescriptions being filled, there are relatively few documented complaints 
about mail order delivery. 

It should be noted that the lack of documented complaints does not mean that 
there are in fact no complaints about mail order delivery. There are 
complaints which have been reported in the news and other publications, but 
there has not been extensive documentation of these complaints since there 
is no regulatory body with specific responsibility for the mail order 
pharmacy. 

The Board of Pharmacy in the state in which the pharmacy is physically 
located is the body which would be responsible for overseeing the operation 
of that pharmacy. Complaints, however, are most likely to be generated in 
another state--that which is the residence of the consumer receiving the 
drug. Since the state which the drugs are mailed to has no authority over a 
pharmacy located in another state, there is no regulatory body which is 
convenient for the consumer to contact regarding problems. It appears that 
when problems occur, the consumer either is able to resolve the problem with 
the mail order pharmacy directly or may very likely contact a local 
pharmacist for assistance and will correct the problem locally. This 
demonstrates the need for a procedure through which complaints can be 
documented and through which the state can access information regarding 
actual incidences. 

Mail order pharmacy has grown from 1981 sales of less than $100 million to 
1986 sales of $750 million. Thus, the recent nationwide growth in MOPs 
poses a threat nationwide to local pharmacists and pharmacies, and the 
traditional physician-pharmacist-patient relationship. Both the national 
and state associations have been active in lobbying for states to enact 
restrictions or regulations of MOPs as well as in lobbying individual public 
and private employers in opposition to major new MOPs' contracts. They 
support identifying alternative prescription programs that do not pose what 
they contend are health and safety hazards encountered with mail order. 

Many local pharmacists -are engaged in a fight for survival as the need for 
cost containment motivates both public and private employers and third-party 
payors to find ways to cut costs, some contend, without regard to the effect 
on the quality of health care. The competition comes not only from mail 
order business but from third party payors turning increasingly to exclusive 
provider contracts. In Colorado and Oregon, for example, 1987 saw these 
states require their Medicaid enrollees in HMOs to utilize specified 
pharmacies. In fact, 21 other states have been granted freedom of choice 
waivers from the federal Health Care Financing Administration to enter into 
these exclusive provider contracts, but have not yet done so. 

local pharmacists and pharmacies have strongly opposed mail order 
prescription services. The changing economic environment must be viewed as 
a major impetus to their opposition; however, they contend that the possible 
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health and safety problems they have identified are their most important 
concerns. In Michigan they have demonstrated this concern for health and 
safety issues by opposing House Bill 5204 which would have resolved their 
inability to compete with out-of-state mail order firms by allowing mail 
delivery in Michigan. Despite the fact that this bill would address the 
economic arguments, pharmacists remain steadfastly opposed to the receipt 
and dispensing of prescriptions through the mail. 

I II. QUESTIONS OF CONCERN TO THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE 

The Committee asked numerous questions of those testifying at the two 
hearings and reviewed several hundred- pages of documents available on the 
history and status of mail order- pharmacy services. 

The issues of concern for the Committee could be summarized in four broad 
categories: 

1. Do mail order prescriptions actually result in any cost savings to the 
payor of the benefit or the individual patient? 

2. Does receiving prescriptions by mail constitute any demonstrable danger 
to health and safety of those receiving the prescriptions or others who 
may come in contact with the mailed drug? 

3. What jurisdiction over a pharmacy located out of state, but mailing into 
our state, does the state of Michigan have to regulate and inspect that 
pharmacy without impeding the flow of interstate commerce? 

4. Do mail order pharmacies enjoy a tax favored status or evade state and 
local regulations which give them an unfair competitive advantage over 
community pharmacies? 

IV. MAJOR FINDINGS 

1. Cost savinas may be illusory to the payor of the benefit. There is no 
definite ocumentation available that Mop results in lower costs of 
prescription drugs to the employer/payor. 

Economies of scale and gener~' dispensing are claimed to account for most of 
the cost savings perceived. The price advantage may be pre perceived than 
real if a Prescription Card rvice (peS) study is correct. pes is a claims 
processing subsidiary of McKesson, Inc. pes commission the independent 
actuarial firm of Sieben and Associates to determine the cost impact of mail 
order programs. Although MOP was less ex ensive er unit cost total cost 
to the buyer was greater due to an lncrease 1n u 1 lzatlon an e maXlmum 
prescribing amount allowed by the health benefit program for drugs. The per anit savings were 4% but the overall utilization was 9% higher. The overall) 
plan costs were 5% higher. The study attributed the increased utilization 
to greater wastage and recommended that for the greatest cost efficiency the 
maximum dosage dispensed be limited to 90 days. Thus, while the consumer 
did realize a per unit savings, the group paying for the benefit paid more 
for their prescriptions because of the greater utilization. 
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Potential cost savings may be even more difficult to realize in Michigan 
because of the highly competitive health care environment in this state. 
Pharmacists in Michigan are reimbursed on actual acquisition costs. In most 
other states they are reimbursed based on average wholesale price which 
results in higher costs. Additionally, generic dispensing is claimed to 
account for a large portion of the perceived cost savings. As mentioned 
previously, Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Michigan's average dispensing rate is 
35%. PPS' is expected to be around 20% and the national average is 10%. It 
may be difficult for MOP to achieve additional cost savings in this state. 

Testimony provided to the Committee by a representative of General Motors 
Corporation, however, indicated that GM is realizing a savings as a result 
of the mail order pharmacy program which they began in 1984. In written 
testimony to the Committee, GM says: 

" .. the Corporation realizes cost savings because fewer dispensing 
fees are necessary, a greater frequency of generic products are 
dispensed, and the acquisition cost of the drugs is lower under 
MOPD as a result of the volume purchasing arrangements. It is our 
opinion that mail order programs are an example of how enrollees 
and employers can benefit from cost containment programs which are 
innovative and quality based. In 1986, General Motors saved 
approximately 16%. under MOPD compared to the traditional program." 

2. Mail order pharmac~ appears to be a safe and convenient method of 
obtaining pharmaceutlcals for millions of Americans and hundreds of 
thousands of Michiganians. 

In fact, review of some of the professional literature shows that some other 
segments of the health care industry are beginning to acknowledge the 
potential benefits and recent growth of MOP. 

An article in the August 1987 edition of the American Journal of Hospit~ 
Pharmacy concluded: 

liThe winds of change have brought a new acceptance of the mail
service pharmacy, despite opposition from within the profession. 
For specific segments of the patient population, the practice 
appears to represent a convenient and reliable alternative means 
of procuring medication. The popularity of the program with 
employers and consumers alike suggests tremendous growth 
potential, which will likely alter traditional distribution 
patterns. If, in fact, the outcome is improved, less costly, and 
more convenient patient care, with systems to ensure quality and 
safety, then traditional arguments against the practice may not be 
valid." 

A 1987 report to the House of Delegates of the American Medical Association 
concludes (a partial list): 

1. Mail service pharmacy is an established alternative method of 
distributing drugs in the United States. 
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2. Controlled studies in the 1970s support the fact that MOPs are less 
vulnerable to drug diversion than retail pharmacies ..... presently the 
practice of obtaining drugs from mail service pharmacies appears to be 
relatively safe. 

The potential for drug diversion has been often cited as one of the major 
safety problems with MOP. In 1972, the Drug Enforcement Administration (at 
that time the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs) concluded that "mail 
order prescriptions are not a significant source of diversion .... the level 
of compliance with the Drug Abuse Control amendments compares reasonably 
well with the general run of prescription pharmacies ..... generally it would 
appear that drug abusers are more likely to select a retail pharmacy ..... to 
pass a forged prescription ...... their needs are of a more immediate 
nature ..... " 

A second survey conducted by the DEA· in 1976 of 123 pharmacies (including 93 
VA pharmacies) offering mail order prescription services reached a similar 
conclusion. This survey revealed that less than 0.5% (approximately 12,000 
dosage units of controlled substances that were sent through the mail 
(United Parcel Service) in 1976 were actually lost or stolen. Overall, the 
verification systems to avoid drug diversion in MSP pharmacies were judged 
to be acceptable and accurate. 

Testimony provided to the Committee by General Motors Corporation states 
their endorsement of MOP and attests to satisfaction by their active and 
retired· enrollees with the MOP benefit. General Motors Corporation 
introduced a voluntary mail order . prescription drug program on April 1, 
1984. A representative of GM stated the following: 

"The MOPD program is targeted to individuals who may be taking a 
maintenance prescription drug for a chronic condition. Our data 
reflects that acute prescription needs are still filled by a local 
pharmaCist. MOPD, thus far, has offered our people a cost
effective, quality alternative to the traditional prescription 
drug benefit program, as evidenced by the 980,700 prescriptions 
filled in 1986, approximately 5% of the more than 21 million 
prescriptions reimbursed under the General Motors' prescription 
drug program." 

The DEA came to these conclusions after conducting an experiment known as 
"Project Script" by. presenting forged prescriptions to hundreds of 
pharmacies, both mail order and walk-in. The mail order pharmacies 
processed the prescriptions 25% of the time, but the walk-in pharmacies did 
so 56% of the time. In neither case was the compliance laudable, but the 
results do not support the cClntention that MOP will result in greater 
incidence of drug diversion. 

3. There is anecdotal information Citing problems with MOP but little or no 
documentation to support alleged pro lems. 

"Official" documentation of problems which could illustrate the many 
concerns that have been put forward regarding health and safety problems 
with MOP were largely not available to this Committee. The problems that 
were identified appeared "anecdotal" in nature due to the fact that they 
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were presented to the Committee by . the Michigan Pharmacists Association 
without independent documentation by "official records" from a state or 
federal agency, and appeared to be primarily the same few cases which were 
presented to the Congressional subcommittee which held similar hearings in 
the summer of 1987. This is not to be construed as meaning that there have 
been no complaints regarding mail order pharmacies, but that information on 
specific complaints is not readily available. 

The National Association of Retail Druggists attempted to conduct a survey 
of state boards in 1987 to gather data on complaints regarding MOPs. The 
final report was to be delivered at their 1988 annual meeting. They 
reported by telephone that they could not document a sufficient number of 
complaints to put together the survey. A major reason for the lack of 
documentation is that since state boards lack authority to regulate out-of
state pharmacies, they have no .reason and possibly no authority to document 
or even handle the complaints th~y receive. In fact, it appears that the 
most often-used method of handling 'a complaint from a consumer is to refer 
them to the board of pharmacy in the state in which the MOP is domiciled. 
In view of the difficulty that a consumer would face in trying to press a 
complaint by dealing with the Board of Pharmacy in another state, it seems 
fair to conclude that only life-threatening problems are likely to ever 
become public knowledge. 

The Michigan Pharmacists Association has attempted to deal with this lack of 
documentation by creating a statewide "problems center" and has now expanded 
it nationally in cooperation with the National Association of Retail 
Druggists. 

In February 1988, there was a death in Idaho which is being attributed to a 
mistake by a mail order pharmacy. Reportedly, the wrong medication was sent 
and resulted in the death of the elderly woman who received it. A lawsuit 
is being prepared and all of the facts are not available on this case. A 
representative of the Board of Pharmacy in Idaho viewed this as similar to 
mistakes which have been made by community pharmacies and did not see it as 
an indictment of the entire mail order pharmacy business. 

It should be noted that not only is it difficult to obtain documentation of 
complaints regarding mail order pharmacy, but that a further problem 
develops in trying to identify complaints which are inherent in mail order 
pharmacy alone. Mistakes and abuses occur in local pharmacies as well. The 
major difference is that a state may take action against pharmacists and 
pharmacies within its own jurisdiction, but presently must rely on the board 
in the state where a MOP is domiciled to document and correct problems. 

4. The ra id rowth indicates of rna i 1 order 
prescr ptlon service. 

While some use is "mandated" in a way by lower copays or deductibles, or by 
provisions which deny coverage if a source other than the designated MOP is 
used, most of the growth is represented by a voluntary usage. The consumer 
appears motivated by both convenience and price. In 1987, the AARP 
conducted a random sample of 1,800 of their 50,000 customers in which 
convenience and price were cited by 99% and 93% of those surveyed as their 
reasons for using MOP. 
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5. The company selected b{ the Michigan Department of Civil Service appears 
to have in place mos , if not all, of the qualit~ control mechanisms 
pharmacists associations claim are needed to make mall order comparable, 
service and safety wise, to community pharmacies. 

A listing of many of the innovations that PPS uses to achieve quality 
dispensing was included in the INTRODUCTION of this report. While there are 
no guarantees that all mail order pharmacies will adhere to specific 
dispensing standards, it appears that many mail order pharmacies have made 
substantial improvements in their methods of dispensing drugs in recent 
years and are dealing with many of the criticisms that have been made. 

6. A major objection to MOP 1s that mail order prescriptions reduce 
communication between pharmacists and patients which may increase 
possible health risks. However· some question how much interaction 
actually does take place today between community pharmacists and their 
patients. 

Some mail order pharmacies are !Using sophisticated computer software 
programs, toll-free telephone lines, and detailed drug information sheets to 
overcome objections about the lack of face-to-face contact with consumers. 

Sophisticated computer software programs allow MOPs which use them to 
maintain extensive patient profiles and to automatically check for possible 
drug interactions, as well as for appropriateness of dosage and drug 
selection for each patient's age and condition. In addition, many MOPs use 
toll-free telephone lines to encourage communication with their customers 
and provide patient package inserts with detailed information about the 
specific drug they are receiving to compensate for the lack of face-to-face 
interaction. 

In spite of these techniques, a major objection to MOP leveled at the 
industry by opponents is that mail order prescriptions reduce communication 
between pharmacists and patients which increases possible health risks. An 
extension of this argument is that this lack of communication also results 
in the inability of the MOP pharmacist to maintain complete patient profiles 
--a problem exacerbated by the fact that MOP pharmacies, by definition, deal 
primarily with maintenance drugs and do not have access to information about 
short-term acute care drugs which the patient may take. 

In all of the literature, much emphasis is placed on the physician-patient
pharmacist relationship and the importance of their interacting together to 
deliver quality health care. 

Community pharmacists argue that even with the sophisticated software 
programs, the important element of face-to-face contact is not available, 
and that nothing can substitute for the local pharmacist's "one-on-one" 
interaction with the patient. 

This assumes that patients, if they do not use MOP, go to the same pharmacy 
for all of their prescriptions, have face-to-face contact with the 
pharmacist there, and that the pharmacist takes the time to review the 
patient's health status, age, and other medications the patient may be 
taking. 
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While these assumptions may have been accurate at one time, there is some 
question as to their validity today. The pharmacy profession itself seems 
to be questioning to what extent this type of interaction actually takes 
place in walk-in pharmacies today. A Blue Cross/Blue Shield study did show 
that consumers go to the same pharmacy 85% of the time. 

Very often, in community pharmacies today, one deals with clerks or 
technicians, while the pharmacist is behind a counter filling prescriptions. 
In fact, in a consumer survey conducted in 1987, consumers frequently 
mentioned "waiting for a prestription to be filled" a~ one of the negative 
aspects of visiting a local pharmacy. On the other hand, delays in 
receiving a prescription from a mail order pharmacy were frequently 
mentioned in the same survey. 

Survey results released by Scheri'ng L~boratories in 1987 showed that 
pharmacists themselves deal face-to-face with th~ir patient-customers only 
56% of the time. When the 2,000 patients surveyed were asked whether they 
remembered receiving instructions from their doctor or pharmacist on dosage 
instructions for their medication, 92% said they received them from their 
physician; but only 43% remembered receiving them at the pharmacy. 

Whether the patient is using a community pharmacist or a mail order pharmacy 
service, it remains incumbent on the patient to continue to be an aware and 
involved member of his/her health care team. The consumer must be willing 
to communicate either by telephone or face-to-face with the pharmacist to 
ensure that they have given and received the information necessary for 
proper use of their medication. 

It is important that a consumer or any company or public entity which is 
considering utilizing the services of a mail order pharmacy acquire 
information about the dispensing practices of that company. As in any other 
industry, there are variations in the individual company's ability to 
deliver a quality product. From the testimony and literature which has been 
reviewed, it appears that some MOP companies do in fact use a reward system 
to induce their pharmacists to handle ever-larger volumes of prescriptions, 
resulting in more potential for errors, while other companies put more 
emphasis on the quality of the dispensing. Extensive testimony was taken at 
the federal hearings on the Safety and Soundness Standards in the Mail Order 
Prescription Industry, held by the Committee on Governmental Affairs of the 
U.S. Senate on August 5 and 6, 1987, indicating the existence of bonus 
systems to induce MOP pharmacists in some companies to dispense larger 
volumes of prescriptions. 

Further, a company's ability to develop patient profiles, check for drug 
interactions, and to develop data about the prescriptions being filled will 
vary. Some companies will deliver extensive printed instructions with each 
prescription, while others provide only the more traditional, cursory 
labeling. 

7. In the majority of cases, where patients order drufs through MOP they 
receive their medications tn a timely fashion rom the mail order 
pharmacy. 
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Another major criticism of MOP is that patients may have to wait days or 
weeks to get medications that they could get in the local pharmacy in 
minutes. 

The continued growth in the use of MOPs seems to support the industry's 
contention that the vast majority of prescriptions are turned around in two 
to three days. If long delays in obtaining prescriptions were a common 
problem, it would seem logical that consumers would discontinue using the 
mail order and return to using their local pharmacy. There is no question 
that there are complaints that presc'riptions have taken sometimes even weeks 
to arrive, but again the complaints are undocumented and the complaints that 
can be identified are a tiny proportion of the approximately 50 million 
prescriptions that are del ivered by mail o.r other common carrier each year. 

On the other hand, the companies have pr.esented data on the average turn 
around time for filling and mailing prescriptions that could be supported 
with documentation. Furthermore, there are millions of people using mail 
order on a voluntary basis who must find the service largely satisfactory or 
would discontinue the MOP. 

s. Mail order pharmacies and the paSors of prescri¥tion drug benefits are 
using lower copays, lower deducti les and refusa of coverage for some 
drugs if not ~urchased through a MOP as economic incentives to induce 
people to use t e MOP. 

The question here may be whether this should be viewed as unfair inducements 
or cost containment. Opponents to MOP present these economic inducements as 
unfair competition to local pharmacies or as unfair inducements to consumers 
to switch them to a drug provider which may give them lower quality in 
exchange for lower cost. They further argue that these lower copays 
encourage greater drug use. 

Consumer surveys show that lower prices to the consumer are a major 
incentive to their use of MOP. Private industries which have TnCluded MOP 
in their benefit packages and third party payors contend that there are cost 
savings to both the consumers and the payors and that some of that cost 
savings should be passed on to the consumer. 

If the Industry can achieve lower per unit drug cost due to bulk purchasing, 
lower drug dispensing costs, greater use of generics, and greater business 
volume, it is fair to question why some of that cost should not be passed 
back to the consumer. Different factors will be more or less important to 
each individual consumer. Some will be willing to plan ahead, as use of the 
MOP requires, to realize the cost savings; other consumers will never 
believe that the saving of a copay outweighs the benefits of going to their 
local pharmacy and immediately acquiring their medication. 

Furthermore, the use of discounted prices as an economic incentive is one 
that community pharmacies have used as a way of generating business as well. 
It is very convnon for pharmades to advertise discounts on established 
copays as an inducement to consumers to bring in their prescription 
business. local pharmacists also dispense in larger quantities, use 
generics and purchase in bulk through cooperatives or chains. 
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There appears to be support for the contention that the use of MOP and the 
associated dollar incentives may result in greater drug use. Again, this 
may be negative in some individual cases and positive in others. One of the 
major problems facing the health professions as a whole is the lack of 
patient compliance. Cost is one of the factors which acts negatively in 
achieving patient compliance. A large percent of prescriptions are 
reportedly never filled. If a lower cost will result in greater compliance, 
this may act as a positive force in achieving a higher level of health care 
qual ity. 

Again, there is no definitive documentation available to support whether 
greater drug use will result in overall improvement of health care, or 
higher overall drug costs and overmedication. Until such data can be made 
available, it would seem that the prudent course would be to encourage 
measures which can increase patient compliance and perhaps still result in 
overall cost containment. 

9. The use of mail order pharmacies, while enjoying substantial growth, 
remains a small percent of total prescription drug delivery. 

At present, mail order pharmacy service constitutes approximately 3-4% of 
total prescription drug business. Estimates are that this figure will grow 
to about 10% in the early 90s. Community pharmacists argue that mail order 
pharmacies are "skimming the cream" off the top of the prescription drug 
business by specializing in the lower dispensing cost, longer term 
maintenance drugs. 

An estimate published in the January 15, 1986, Wall Street Journal article 
indicates that maintenance-type drugs account for approximately 80% of total 
drug sales. It would seem that even at 10% of the market, there would still 
be a substantial volume of this type of business available to walk-in 
pharmacies. 

While MOP represents a small segment of the total prescription drug 
business, it is a growing segment. It should be of concern to state 
po1icymakers, not out of interest in preserving an industry's share of the 
market, but rather as a legitimate function of the state to protect the 
health and safety of its citizens. . 

10. To date, the federal government has not preemeted states' rights to 
legislate in the area of mail order prescrlption services. State 
actions in this area are highly contradictory of one another. 

Presently, the Drug Enforcement Agency is the only federal agency which 
regulates the shipping of drugs across state lines. Pharmacies are 
regulated under the laws of the state in which the license to practice 
pharmacy is granted. 

There has never been a judicial test of the central question: Do states 
have the right to regulate the activities of those pharmacies outside its 
borders shipping drugs to citizens within its borders? 

The most· prevalent guideposts are the opinions of the various attorney 
generals from several states. Individuai1y,their opinions have been 
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definitive as to the legal situation within their own state, but 
collectively they present a confusion of opinion because some contradict 
others. 

For example, Arizona, California, Kansas, and Wisconsin all have attorney 
generals' opinions that they have the right to regulate. Delaware, 
Michigan, Nebraska, New York, North Carolina, Ohio and Utah all have 
opinions from their attorney generals or regulatory boards that they cannot. 
Alabama, Arkansas, and Louisiana have passed some type of regulation. 

Those states which have taken legislative action to regulate pharmacies 
outside their borders have no track record of success in enforcement, 
largely because they have not yet att~mpted to enforce their laws within the 
courts. There is no question, however, that any legislative action must be 
very carefully crafted to avoid interfering with the flow of interstate 
commerce and to be in concert with the major federal supreme court opinions 
that provide boundaries for states' interference with interstate commerce. 

In the state of Ohio, in 1982, the Attorney General opined that out-of-state 
pharmaceutical distributors were not subject to the regulation of the Ohio 
Board of Pharmacy and could not be prohibited from advertising their 
business in Ohio. 

The following year, the Wisconsin Attorney General said that although the 
pharmacy law did not explicitly require out-of-state pharmacists to be 
trained or regulated, "an implied power" to regulate them when they solicit 
orders from Wisconsin residents may be inferred from the statute. 

The Ohio Attorney General had said that the burden certain regulations would 
impose on interstate commerce could outweigh the benefits derived, but the 
Wisconsin Attorney General took the opposite stand: "I conclude, therefore, 
that in balancing the strong interest of Wisconsin in regulating the sale of 
prescription drugs ..... against the incidental effect of the regulation of 
interstate commerce, there exists no undue burden on such commerce." 

In spite of that, the Wisconsin Attorney General declined to handle the 
initial ~ase generated by the board. 

The Kansas Attorney General issued an opinion in 1984 which said that the 
state could require that out-of-state pharmacies hold a Kansas Pharmacy 
license and be subject to all Kansas regulation. 

The California Attorney General, also in 1984, issued an analysis which 
affirmed the state Board's power to require licensure of out-of-state 
pharmacies and its power to regulate the condition of drugs and devices sent 
into California. 

In 1985, the Attorney General in Nebraska issued a contrary opinion saying 
that the state's interest in regulating the flow of controlled substances is 
adequately protected by pertinent federal statutes and that relevant federal 
court cases would invalidate any state law attempting such regulation. The 
primary case relied on here and in other states taking the same position is 
Pike vs. Bruce Church (1970) in which the Supreme Court said that the 
effects of state regulation on interstate commerce "must only be 
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'incidental." If the regulation seems to be- based on economic protectionism, 
they are virtually invalid on their face. 

The Mississippi Legislature passed a bill to regulate "extraterritorial" 
pharmacies, but the Governor vetoed it on the basis that a provision in the 
bill requiring such pharmacies to maintain a 24-hour toll-free telephone 
line would violate the "even-handed regulation" requirement in Pike. In
state pharmacies were under no such regulation to maintain a toll-free 
telephone line. 

In Delaware in 1985, the Attorney General informed state regulators that 
legislation to require out-of-state pharmacy registration had potential 
legal problems. 

The same year, Louisiana passed a law requiring registration of such 
pharmacies and their Attorney General said that there was no constitutional 
fault with the Act. 

New York and Vermont are among those states which, like Michigan, have mail 
order programs in place for state employees, and as of August 1987, New 
Jersey was also considering such a program. 

V. 

1. 

POSSIBLE LEGISLATIVE OPTIONS 

That the Letislature direct the State Department of Civil Service to 
closely moni or the mail service ¥rescription crogram and develo@ an 
annual report. The report shou d inClude, ut not be limite to, 
detailing utilization patterns by age and drug type, average cost per 
prescription; savings to the state and individuals; use of generics; 
complaints; assurance of quality of drug dispensing; the increase of 
employee awareness of the expense of prescription drugs and availability 
of high quality generic substitutes; and results of monitoring for 
inappropriate or abusive drug utilization. 

2. That the Lefiislature consider legislation similar to Louisiana's which 
requires t at out-at-state pharmacies hold a Michigan Pharmacy license 
to dispense within our borders. 

A major drawback to this approach is the difficulty of determining how the 
state Board would identify which MOPs were doing business in Michigan. 
Information obtained through "the grapevine" or aCCidentally is not a very 
efficient approach. 

A second issue to be resolved with this type of legislation would be how the 
Board would handle the cost of inspections. Can they pass on the presumably 
higher cost to the out-of-state pharmacy? 

Third, who or what would be licensed? The pharmacy or the pharmacist or 
both? Alabama adopted legislation which licenses out-of-state pharmacies 
and at least one full-time pharmacist in each firm. 

3. The Legislature could consider a bill siroi1ar to a 1987 Arkansas law 
which makes it unlawful for any employer providing pharmacy services to 
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employees to re~uire the~ obtain druvs from an out-of-state pharmacy as . 
a condition 0 obtainln~ the emp oyer's coverage or to impose a 
copayment or other conditlon not imposed upon employees utilizing the 
designated out-of-state mail order pharmacy. 

This is primarily designed to prohibit the "economic incentive" which public 
and private employers are beginning to offer in their health care plans as 
an incentive to consumers to utilize the MOP and as a way of passing on the 
anticipated savings. The major effect would be to protect the community 
pharmacy from the competition, probably a questionable policy objective for 
the state government. 

Furthermore, a new federal government program run by Aetna specifies that 
enrollees must purchase certain long-term drugs through the mail order 
service to receive coverage for them. Expenses for these drugs are not 
subject to the normal deductible and there is no copay on other drugs 
purchased through the MOP. 

In view of the fact that the federal government has already offered this 
type of a plan to their employees, it makes it less likely that legislation 
of this type would survive a federal court challenge, should one be brought. 

4. Legislatively allow the state Board of Pharmacy to provide a review of 
those mail order pharmacies which voluntaril~ submit. Such review could 
determine whether or not the pharmacy had m,nimum standards in place to 
assure a certain quality of dispensing practices. For example: only 
pharmacists interpreting the prescription and dispensing the drugs; and 
a computer system which could maintain sophisticated patient profiles 
and automatically do drug screening. The Board could then publicize a 
list of those firms whose practices had been reviewed and/or audited and 
make the information available to consumers considering using a mail 
order plan. 

5. Direct the state Board of Pharmacy to undertake erograms to provide 
consumer education on the pros and cons of the varl0US drug dis~ensirrg 
practices and the consumer's responsibilit~ to know what drugs t ey are 
taking and report accurately to their physlcian and pharmacist. . 

6. Repeal Michigan's erohibition against delivering drugs b~ mail. This 
would give comrnun,ty pharmacies in Michigan a better abil,ty to compete 
with the chains and out-of-state mail order pharmacies by allowing them 
to also deliver drugs by mail. It would also allow the Legislature to 
establish regulations for pharmacies engaged in mail delivery of drugs 
which could then be applied "even handedly" to companies both in and out 
of the state, making constitutional problems with such regulation less 
likely. 

The Michigan Pharmacists Association is already on record as opposing this 
type of legislation because of their health and safety concerns regarding 
mail order delivery of pharmaceuticals . 

. - 16 -



VI. SUMMARY 

There is wide consumer acceptance of mail order pharmacies, and perhaps even 
growing demand for this as an employee benefit option. Companies and third
party payors believe that it has potential for cost containment, in spite of 
the fact that the PCS survey shows no cost savings for the payor of the MOP 
benefit. Public and private payors of MOP benefits should undertake indepth 
review of their long-term costs to assure that the cost savings they believe 
are available are not in fact "illusory." 

There was no data available to the Committee to support the claim that mail 
order can result in cost savings, other than testimony from benefit payors 
who claimed that they realize savings with their MOP program. There are 
isolated reports of problems, most of·them not documented by any independent 
official body or state or federal r~gulatory agency, due to the lack of 
federal regulatory oversight and the questions surrounding state authority 
in this area. 

Some health care organizations are showing signs of acceptance of MOP for 
drug delivery and have raised the need for systems and practices which 
assure quality of drug dispensing and eliminate the relatively few, but 
definitely present, mistakes that are made. 

States have not been preempted by the federal government to regulate mail 
order pharmacy and probably should become active in this area to maintain 
their prerogative. They should emphasize those activities which will assure 
quality and safety for their citizens and avoid those activities which are 
primarily aimed at maintaining a particular market. 

States should be more vigilant in tracking and documenting complaints 
regarding mail order pharmacies as well as potential benefits so that 
policies can be developed which ensure citizens the widest choice of options 
and the maximum protection of health and welfare. 
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BILL NO. S8 ;{ ,q 
Your Health Benefits package just got better ... 

Introducing your new 
GEHA Prescription Drug Program! 

Dear GEHA Member, 

Form#GEHA 

Whether you take medication on an ongoing basis or you 
simply need a prescription filled from time to time, your new 
GEHA Prescription Drug Benefit Program will save you time and 
money. To begin with, here is a summary of important changes to 
your GEHA Prescrlpt~on Drug Bene~-Frogram, effective January 1, 
1993: 

* Use your NEW GEHA Health Insurance Identification Card en
closed, to obtain short-term medication through the PAID 
Prescriptions Retail Pharmacy Network. With your new card, 
you can obtain up to a 30-day supply plus one refill from any 
participating pharmacy. 

* The Mail Order Drug Program copayment is $5 for generic medica
tion and $20 for brand-name medication. If you have Medicare 
Parts A & B Primary, there is NQ copayment required. 

* Fertility medication will no longer be covered. 

* Drugs to aid in smoking cessation are not covered except as 
part of the smoking cessation program. See your brochure for 
further details. 

For your short-term and immediate prescription drug needs. 
use the Retail Pharmacy Network. 

The--PAID Ret:cUl---PITarmacy -N..,.,e,....t...-:w...,.o....,r,..,:t<t;>-----,o~f.."f7<e:Yr'<'s;-----"'fyno"'li--t"1>h".e..-----,c....,o""n .... vi7e~n->t-i..,.,e;-..n'"c""e"-- ---
of a local pharmacy for your short-term and immediate prescrip-
tion drug needs. The PAID Retail Network consists of over 35,000 

-participating PAID pharmacies that have agreed to charge a dis
counted price for prescription drugs for GEHA members. It's easy 
to use. Simply present your NEW GEHA Health Insurance 
Identification Card at anyone of the participating pharmacies 
and your benefits will begin with your first prescription .. , 
What's more, there's no need to pay full price up front or submit 
a claim form for reimbursement when you use a participating 
pharmacy. You just pay your copay/coinsurance at the time of 
purchase. That's it. (Please note: You must file a claim form 
if you use a non-participating pharmacy.) 

(over, please) 
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For your ongoing prescriptiy " U+M~ "BkM¥, 

use the Mail Order Drug Program. 

For your ongoing prescription drug needs, you'll want to use 
the Mail Order Drug Program. It's designed to save you money on 
medications that you use on a regular basis. With the Mail Ser
vice Pharmacy, you can receive up to a gO-day supply of any ge
neric drug for just $5 per prescription or any brand-name drug 
for just $20 per prescription. If you have Medicare Parts A & B 
Primary you pay nothing. 

With the Mail Order Drug Program, there are NQ claim forms 
to file and N.Q waiting for reimbursement. And, there are NQ 
deductibles, so your benefits start with your very first pre
scription. 

If you are presently taking medication on an ongoing basis, 
ask your doctor for a new prescription for up to a gO-day supply. 
Then, send the prescription, along with the appropriate copayment 
to National Rx. An envelope is enclosed for your convenience. 

For any new prescriptions that you anticipate having to take 
for an extended period, you should ask your doctor to write two 
(2) prescriptions: the first for a l4-day supply, which you can 
have filled at a local pharmacy, and ... the second for the bal
ance - up to a gO-day supply - which you should immediately send, 
along with the appropriate copayment, to National Rx. 

When you send in your first mail order prescription, be sure 
to complete and return the Patient Profile Questionnaire enclosed 
indicating any drug allergies and health conditions you or any 
covered family members may hav~~. This information will be used 
to alert us to any potential drug interactions when you have pre
scriptions filled through the Mail Order Drug Program. 

We're pleased to bring you this improved health care ben
efit. You now have one of the most comprehensive prescription 
drug benefit programs in the country. We hope that you will take 
advantage of it. 

Sincerely, 

7~~ 
James R.Cantrell 
President 

P.S. A new feature, the PAID National Formulary, is also being 
added to your GEHA Prescription Drug Benefit Program. 
A formulary is simply a list of cost effective, commonly 
prescribed medications for your physician to prescribe from 
when appropriate. The PAID formulary is meant to be a help
ful guide, and will not ciffect your current coverage. More 
information is being sent to you under separate cover. 
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********** CAR-RT SORT ** RR02 
Ren L. Cleveland GEHA Prescription 

Drug Plan 248 Ricketts Rd. 
Hamilton, MT 59840-9326 

--- --_ .. - --- ---

Effective January I, 1993, a new "formulary" feature is 
being added to your current prescription benefit. 

A formulary is simply a list of commonly prescribed 
medications that have been clinically selected based on the 
favorable effectiveness and cost they provide. 

To be included on the formulary list, a drug must meet the 
rigorous standards of approval by a Pharmacy & Therapeutic 
Committee that is comprised of an independent panel of nationally 
recognized medical professionals. The formulary helps to 
encourage physicians to prescribe the most cost-effective 
medications whenever appropriate. 

Please share the enclosed formulary with your physician 
during your next visit. By following the guidelines of the 
formulary, we can help keep the overall cost of health care_~own ____ _ 

·whi Ie maintailiJ.ng-high-quali ty ofcare -;- to·~---- -

P. S. - Please note that the formulary enclosed represents many 
of the most commonly prescribed medications, and is not 
meant to be a complete list of your drug coverage. 
Please consult with your GEHA Prescription Drug Hotline 
Representative at 1-800-551-7675, 7:00 am - 7:00 pm 
Central Standard Time, Monday - Friday or 7:00 am -
11:00 am Central Standard Time, Saturday for more 
information. 
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POCKET GUIDE 
to the 

---------PAID NATIONAL FORMULARY ---------
Dear Physician: Please refer to this list when prescribing for this patient. Categories listed represent the most commonly 

utilized prescription medications. This list is not all-inclusive nor does it guarantee coverage. While this list is not intended as a substitute 
for professional knowledge and judgement, your patient's plan will experience lower drug costs when you prescribe formulary medications. 

Thank you for your compliance. 

ANTIBACTERIALS ACE INHIBITORS NSAIDS 
$ "amoxicillin $ "penicillin VK $$ Zestril $$ Lotensin $ "ibuprofen $$$ "piroxicam 
$ *ampicillin $ tetracycline $$ Monopril S$$$ Capoten $ "indomethacin S$S Relafen 
$ *BactrimlSeptra $ *trimethoprim $$ tPediaprofen $$S "sulindac 
$ "cephalexin $S PCE 

BETA BLOCKERS 
S$ "meclofenamate $$S Tolcctin. DS 

$ *cephradine $$ Macrodantin $$$ Anaprox.DS $$$$ Ansaid 
$ "clindamycin $$ Macrobid $ propranolol, LA $$ tTrandate $$$ Naprosyn $$$S Voltaren 
$ "dicloxaciliin $$$ Augmentin $$ "atenolol $$ Visken 
$ *doxycycline $$$ Biaxin S$ Lopressor $$$ Corgard 
$ *EES $$$ Ceftin S$ *timolol ORAL CONTRACEPTIVES 
$ *Eryc SS$ Cefzil $ tLevlen $$ tModicon 
$ "Ery-Ped $$S Duricef 

CALCIUM BLOCKERS 
$ Noriestrin.Fe $$ Ortho Novum (all) 

$ tEry-Tab $$$ *minocycline $ Loestrin,Fe $$ Ortho-Cyclen 
$ "Erythromycin base $$$ Suprax $ "Cardizem $$ Verelan $ tTri-Levlen $$ Ortho Tri-Cyclen 
$ "Erythocin $$$ Zithromax $ "verapamil $$$ Cardene. SR $$ Dcmulen $$ Tri-Norinyl 
$ "Gantrisin $$$$ Cipro $$ tCalan SR $$$ Cardizem SR $$$ Ovcon 
$ "Pediazole $$$$ F10xin $$ CardizemCD $$$ *nifedipine 

$$ Dynacirc $$$ Procardia XL 
$$ Norvasc ESTROGENS 

ANTIULCER DRUGS S Estrace $$ Estrad.emi 
$$$ Tagamet $$$ Cytotcc ANTILIPIDEMICS $ Estratab $$ Ogen. Ortho-Est 
$$$$ Zantac $$$$ Carafate 

$$$$$ Priloscc S *clofibrate $S$$ Lopid 
$ SIo-Niacin,Niacor(ote) S$$$ Pravachol VAGINAL ANTIFUNGALS 
$$ Colestid $S$$ Questran. Light $ *Mycostatin $$$ Monistat 7(ote) 

ANTIHISTAMINES $$$ Lorelco $$$ Femstat $$$ Mycelex-G 
$ "Atarax $ "Vistaril $S$ Gyne-Lotrimin( ote) $$$ Terazol 
$ *Benadryl $$$ *PBZ,SR BETA·AGONISTS $$$ Monistat-3 Dual $$$ Vagistat-I 
$ ·Periactin $S$ "Polaramine $ " Alupent.Metaprel $$ Proventil Repetabs 
$ "Phenergan $$$$ Seldane (tabs. syrup) 55 t Ventolin inhalers NASAL CORTICOSTEROIDS 

, 5 tBrethine tabs $$ t Ventolin soln $ Bcconase. AQ $$ Nasacort 
ANTIHISTAMINFlDECONGESTANTS $ Maxair S$ tv entotin syrup SS Beconase. Vancenase $$ Nasalide 

$ tMetaprel inhalers. soln $$$ Ventolin rotocaps 
$ "Phenergan VC $$$ Bromfed. PD $ "Ventolin. Proventil tabs 

pockethaler 

$ PolyHistine-D. Ped $$$ Ru-Tuss 
$$ Kronofed-A Jr $$$$ Seldane·D NITROGLYCERIN PATCHES 
$$ Naldecon $$$$ RondecTR ORAL HYPOGLYCEMICS 

$ Transderm-Nitro $$ Nitro-Dur $$ Nolamine $ "tolbutamide $$ "acetohexamide 
$ "chlorpropamide $$ "tolazamide 
$$ Glynase $$$ Glucotrol KEY: 

,. 
ORAL ANTIFUNGALS $$ tMicronase ~F $ tOris-Peg $S$ tGrifulvin-V $ = Relative cost index 

$ "nystatin $$$$$ Diflucan 
ALPHA BLOCKERS " = Generic available 

$$ Mycelex troche $$$$$ Sporanox ote = Available without a prescription 
$$ Nizoral $ "Minipress $$ Hytrin t = Brand preference for dual marketed products. 

$$$ Cardura Use brand listed. 

Copyright ©1993 Diversified Pharmaceutical ServIces. Inc. 
PDPKTDPS 
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Dear Physician: Please open for a more detailed list of formulary medications. Listed below are non-formulary medications and the 
recommended formulary alternatives. Please prescribe formulary medications for this patient when appropriate. Thank you for your compliance. 

Formulary Formulary Formulary 
Non.Fonnul!!I Alternative(s) Non-Fonnul!!1 Alternative(s) Non-Fonnula!! Alternative(s) 
Alupent Metaprel (soln Inhaler) Fulvicin PIG Gris Peg 125 mg, Mycrox biulo, Zaroxolyn 
Aventyl Pamelor I 25mg. 250mg 250mg Nitrodisc Transderm Nitro or 
Axid Tagamet, Zantac Fulvicin UIF Grifulvln-V NltroDUR 
Brethaire Ventolln, MetapreI, GoLYlLY Colyte Norclette Levien 

Maxair Grisaetin Grifulvln-V Norinyl. generics Ortho-Novum 
Brevicon. generics Modicon Grisaetin Ultra Gris Peg 125mg, Nonnodyne Trandate 
Brieanyl Brethine I 25mg. 250mg 250mg Noroxin Clpro, F10xln 
Ceclor Ceftin, Cefzil, Suprax Imodium lmodium AID (ote) Nor-QD Mlcronor 
Chenix Actigall Isoptin SR. generic CalanSR Penetrex Cipro, Floxln 
Children's Advil suspension Pediaprofen Keflet cephalexin HCL Pepcid Tagamet, Zantac 
Clomid Serophene Kef tab «phalexln HCL Proventil Ventolin$$ 
Curretab. Cycrin Amen or Provera Kerlone atenolol Prozac Zoloft 
Deponit Transderm-Nltro or Leukine Proklne Ru-TussDE ZephrexLA 

NltroDUR Lorabid Ceftin,Cefzil,suprax Stuartnatal I + I Zenate, Materna, Prenate 90, 
Desoxyn gradumet Desoxyn Loreet generic Vicodin (not ES) Natalins Rx 
Diabeta Mlcronase or Glynase Lortab generic Vlcodln (not ES) Sumycin tabs tetracycline capsules 
Dimetane DC syrup Polyhistine CS syrup Maxaquin Cipro, F10xln TofranilPM imipramine HCl 
DimetaneDX BromfedDM Metrogen vaginal CleoclnV Trinalin· Seldane-D 
Doryx doxycycline Mevacor Pravachol Triphasil Tri-Levien 
E·Mycin 333 mg EryTab 333 mg Minitran Transderm Nitro or T·Stat Erycette 
Entex PSE ZephrexLA NitroDUR Vancenase. AQ Beconase, AQ 
Epogen Procrit Monodox docycyline Vanceril Beclovent 
Erygel Emgel Motofen generic LomoUl Vasotec ZestrlI, Capoten, Monoprll 
Fioricet Esgic VicodinES Generic vlcodin (not ES) 

Zocor Pravachol 

"Proventil4mg Repetabs will be fonnulary due to unavailability of an equivalent Ventolin fonnulation. 
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JUST A REMINDER TO SUMMARIZE HOW YOUR 

1993 PRESCRIPTION DRUG BENEFIT 

WORKS FOR GEHA MEMBERS ENROLLED IN 

MEDICARE WHEN PARTS A AND B ARE PRIMARY: 

T No copayment or coinsurance when you receive your first 
prescription and refill from a participating retail 

,J pharmacy . 

. J T No copayment or coinsurance when you receive your 
prescription from a GEHA Mail Order Drug Program. ~ 

,1 
.-f 
,J T This benefit was designed to maximize your benefits and 
i reduce your out-of-pocket expenses. Your drugs will be 

.~j FREE if you: 

:* • Use participating retail pharmacies for your first 
'~ prescription and first refill. 

• Use the Mail Order Drug Program for medication 
used for an extended period of time. 

T Remember, after the first refill, if you continue to 
purchase prescription drugs at a retail pharmacy, you will 
be subject to a $15 or 50% coinsurance, whichever is 
greater for brand-name drugs . 

. {; T If you use non-participating pharmacies, any copays or 
coinsurance will !lQ1 be waived and GEHA will only pay 
the amount had a participating pharmacy been used. 

WHY PA Y MQRE? 

.,.. Use the Mail Order Drug Program. 

.,.. Use participating retail pharmacies. 

For more detoils coli the GEHA Prescription Hotline 

All beriefits are subject to the definitions. limitations and 
exclusions on Federcl Brochure RI71-6 

: i 
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. ~ K if. '.' ......... Y'c .... ~'." '.' N' ':'. '.·0· : ... J.··iF·~;<' ~., •• ,~rkb.tg~rPeoPli, Not For Profit,~ 
. ~ ':-

'.,I.'§~!iP~~l~.P!iY~§~Sl~§!€~o:#giq4:~~7f~!li~t~11,d~';;~~it::;;i'~>.'I~,~:;2:;:;;.,,:'::I~,I~~J2. 
~. FINANCl1\L' .' '. '~~~fsh~~~mb~eot~:,~s~r:~uenl '.' F' . : ' . . . . . mail service. . .. ... , .,.'. , .', . . OC·· U'" S·· ' . . '(urrerit GEHAmembers wi/ireceive . 

. ' fill' . ." . • . ..' . their Prescription o.r~g Cards along with ... ' .' 
• , . ' ." '. • -. • 0 additional information In late- December. ~ ". . . '. 

New Drug Card for 1993 .. ... This important benefitwill becolJI~ ·effedive·.:~) , ,,::.:.'.' '''': .'. ;~' ... ' ...... . 
.. m ad; yeo, your pla~ iDleS new . on January·l, 1993, •• .' , .: '.' ,... ..' '.. . ... ," 

1:1 chollenges~ In the past, we have . GOO inemberswtll ret;eive: "': · 
. -initiated programs such as PreScfiption. ..two: separiltemailings.this ... 
· Mail Ser'vice ancja Preferred Provider ..J~ll and winter: ,., ..... " .. '.": 

1anizDtion to give you lower cost '. . \\ .. :. ,., . .' .... .' '. " ./ 
.M .. "ernatiyes foryour· heolihcare needs. " Early Octqpa,: ' .' .: >;/ _, 

th Rx b I P , GEHA Plall-13rochure. . "'/ .'", . . 
: , Your resp-onse to .~. - y-,Mai. rogram· "J..;eMerfrorrtou.jPresident I!// . .':~.:; ... ': ... ~. ,. ' .. ' 
• las been ~ve~he!min·gly. positive, an~ .'. '. ,.. ;:~ .\\.1\ if-~~;·.t~· ,t.. \-", '/ c .,' • .." " 

.' ..,.ou~ noom!natlons of-dodors,~nd hospdals., " .:.I,Ate:i?ec~:b~:.f\~;. \~\; . \~;>~fY~ ....... '.. : ...... ' 
. contmueto expl;lnd the PPO network.· .' . ID'Cards I'"~ ' •• ,.1".- ... ~.',' 'f 'I"~\" ." ' 

.. ,With the PPO network helping to: . .: ~~~4;'dJnf&·:ib.~Rll.i~(t. \~~~::}'}:. ' . 
-..ower the escal.a~ing costs of hospital and '. VLSlO~t9i!e·!nf9.Pfl1.np~lel r1>"'\,:' 
.' surgeons' charges, weare f9cused on.. . ".' ~ ... ,:.: "~::-;::'~~';":;')'~"!; .. : . . :r.~."'. t ~t ....... 

'urther redu,jng you(costsfor pre- . : ;,".Due.to-/~¢.~J3(pJJl]e.Plp~, some.' .... 
'wription drugs. ..... _.. . :. memb~rSJl1~y·Jec;eJ.v,~·tbelr ... 

. For the first time, GEHA will offer ...... J rrWilingsSQonerj1uni- others.' 
iembers'a Prescriptic)n'Drug Card. This .• ';'. '. . ::c~:,-~;..;.~,.\:.':g·:::i·~\, '., . 

· ii.Jrd.offers. severalimporyam .advantages. . ., . 
No deductible is neCessary. priorta obtaining '.. . 

· :Jur prescriptions,' and the price you pay , 
.. based ona negotiated price rather than' . 
'tne higher retail pharmacy price. On-line· . 

:porting by .th~ 'pharmacy will guard .... . 
~ainst over.dose resulting from diffe'rent . .' 
:;;ctors prescdoing the same drug at the ' .. 

:me time. Drug incompatibility.will be 
.. onitored and avoided when more than . 
"., .. drug.is ,being used... ... . 

. The card system is designed to work in 
njundion with the Rx-by-Mail Program~ 

TIlis will allow you to save moneyan'short
""m as well as long-term prescriptions. To 

-
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~rescription drug 
)rogram 

What is covered 

At your local 
pharmacy 

Through mail 
order 

Additional benefits t'uII/;llued 

lTIe:mbers do receivl.! a benetit from lower negotiated fees for covered services n:ceivt:d from a PPO 
provide:r. When a non-PPO provider is used. the Plan will pay its regul.u- bt!nefits. Although a PPO 
providl!r is used. pn:cl!nilication of hospital admission is still re,,!uired as outlined 011 pagl! 16 of this 
brochure:. 

When a PPO panicipating doctor is used. the Plan will increase! its coinsurance to 90% for thusc servicl!s 
nomlally paid at 80%. These PPO providers not only agree to acct:ptlowe:r nt!gOliated ti!cs but agrel! /lot to 
balance bill mem~rs for covered services over these nt!gotiatoo ft!es less any normal dt!ductible or coinsur
ance payments. If a non-PPO provider is utilized. the Plan ~ill'pay its.regul.u- benetits. 

PPO networks .u-e now available in many metropolitan areas and additional coverage are!as will be added 
throughout the year. Enrollt!es residing in a PPO region 'will receive a directory of tht! PPO pruvidl!rs in 
their servict! .u-ea. These providers .u-e required to meet licensure and cenitication stand.u-ds I!stablislll:d 
by State and Federdl authorities. however. inclusion in the network does not represent a gu.u-antee: of 
professional performance nor does it constitute medical advice. Call 1-800-548-7413 for further infor
mation or to obtain a list of PPO providers in your .u-ea. 

This progrJIll enables you to purchase medication which requires a prescription by law and is prl!scribcd 
by your doctor from a local pharmacy or receive up to a 90 day supply of maintenance mt!dication 
through the Mail Order Drug Program. Prescription drugs are not subjl!ct to tht! calendar year deductible: 
and any coinsurance or copays paid by you do not count toward the catastrophic protection benefit. . 

You will be provided with a combination GEHA PAID Prescription identification card. In most case:s, 
you simply present the card together with the prescription to the phamlacisl. For thl! initial 30 day supply 
and the tirst reml, you pay the greater of $15 or 20% of the cost of the drug for name brand drugs and 
the greater of $5 or 20% of the cost for generic drugs. The second re:fill will require that you pay the 
greater of $15 or 50% coinsur.mce for name br.md drugs or the greater of $5 or 50% coinsurance lor 
generic drugs. You may till your prescription at any pharmacy panicipating in the PAID TdePAID sys
tem. You may obtain the names of panicipating phannacies by calling 1-800-551-7675. 

Each panicipating pharmacy has a TelePAID system which calculates the coinsurance:. The Phannacist 
receives an electronic message displaying the correct amount to charge you. You will be re4uired to sign 
a signature log to prove you have received the prescription drug. You do not tile a PAID prescription 
card claim with GEHA. 

If a panicipating pharmacy is not available where you reside or you do not use your identification card 
you must submit your claim to: 

PAID Prescriptions, Inc. 
P.O. Box 6121 
Fair Lawn. NJ 07410-0999 

Your claim will be calculated on the 20% or 50% coinsurance or $15 or $5 minimum described above:. 
Reinlbursement will be based on GEHA's cost had you used a panicipating phannacy. 

Through the Mail Order Drug ProgrJIll you may receive up to a 90 day supply of maintenance medica
tions tor drugs which require a prescription, ostomy supplies. diabetic supplies, and insulin (including 
syringes) and oral contraceptives. You may receive remls of the original prescription for up to one year. 
You must pay a copayment of $20 for name br.md drugs and $5 for generic drugs. 

Each enrollee will receive an installment kit which includes a brochure describing the Mail Order Drug 
ProgrJIll, including a Patient Profile Questionnaire. and a pre-addressed reply envelope. 

Complete the Patient Profile Questionnaire kit the first time you order under this program. 
Complete the information on the b<1ck of the pre-addressed envelope, enclose: your prescription and 
your $20 or $5 copayment, and mail to: 

National RX Services, Inc. 
P.O. Box 30534 
Tampa, FL 33630-3534 
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GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION 
P. O. BOX 103041 KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI/641 1 1-0304/816·753·1260 

(CLAIM INQUIRIES - 816·257·5500) 

Dear GEHA Member: 

Enclosed is an addendum to the GEHA 199;3 ,'FEHB Brochure which 
clarifies the changes associated with Public Law 102-393. Because 
of this legislation, we have revised our Prescription .Drug 
Program. Effective January 1, 1993, GEHA will waive the co-payment 
and co-insurance for members with Medicare Parts A and B as primary 
on the initial prescription and one refill at participating 
pharmacies and on all mail order prescriptions . 

To al'l GEHA members, let me re-emphasize the benefits of your new 
1993 RX Card Program effective January 1, 1993: 

* No deductible, first dollar coverage 

* Lower prescription cost at participating pharmacies 

* Over 75% of pharmacies participating nationally 

* Virtually no claims filing when you utilize 
participating pharmacies 

This prescription drug program was designed for your advantage. It 
will make it easier for you to receive your prescription drugs and 
maximize your savings while minimizing paperwork . 

Remember if you have a medical condition that requires use of a 
maintenance medication or other medication for an extended period, 
the mail order drug program will best serve your needs. Use the 
mail order drug program because it will significantly reduce your 
out-of-pocket costs . 

An official mailing describing the Prescription Drug Program along 
with a new Identification Card will be sent to you in December. 
For questions call 1-800-551-7675 . 

We look forward to continuing our efforts to bring you 
comprehensive benefits while maintaining reasonable premium rates. 

Yours Truly, 

ames R. Cantrell 
President 
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Accidental injury 

Chiropractor 

Hospice care . 
What is covered 

'. 

Remission 

What is not 
covered 

PPO 
arrangements 

Additional benefits Ii 
100% of covered charges (No calendar year deductible) incurred within 72 hours of an accident tOl 
treatment outside a hospital or in the outpatient department of a hospital. This provision also applies t. 
dental care required as a result of accidental injury to sound natuntl teeth. Masticating (chewing) inci
dents are not considered to be accidental injuries . . 
The sexvices of a chiropractor will be covered, subject to the calendar year deductible, to the following . 
extent: it 
(a) adjustments by hands-only of the spinal column: up to u maximum of 30 adjustments per Calendafl 

year, and up to a maximum payable by the Plan of $9 per adjustment; and .' . 

(b) use of X-mys to detect and detennim: the presence or absence of ncrVl: illlerferellces due tu spilla~ 
subluxations or misalignments up to a maximum payable by the Plan of $25 per calendar year. I 

Charges exceeding these amounts are nO( applied toward the calendar year deductible. 

No other services of a chiropractor are covered under any other provision ofthil? Plan. 

100% o(the covered charges, subject to the $250 calendar year deductible, for a hospice care program 

~or ;~~f:~::P::~: :~ an outpatient basis i 
• $150 per day for room and board and care while an inpatient in a hospice' up to a maximum ',' 

of $3,000. • I 
These benefits will be paid if the hospice care program begins after a person's primary doctor certities 
terminal illness and life expectancy of six months or less and any sexvice or inpatient hospice stay that is 

~ P:o::: :=ei~rson is covered by this Plan, I 
• Ordered by the supervising doctor, 

,. Charged by the hospice care program, 

• Provided within six months from the date the person entered or re-entered (after a period of remis
sion) a hospice care program. 

Halt or actual reduction in the progression of illness resulting in discharge from a hospice care program 
with no further expenses incurred. A readmission within three months of a prior discharge is considered 'I: 
as the same period of care. A new period begins after three months from a prior discharge with maxi- " 

. mum benefits available. 

• Charges incurred during a period of remission 

• Charges incurred for treatment of a sickness or injury of a family member which are covered under 
another Plan provision 

• Charges incurred for services rendered by a close relative 

• Bereavement c,?unseling 

• Funeral arrangements 

• Pastoral counseling 

• Financial or legal counseling 
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• Homemaker or caretaker services II 
The Plan has entered into a contract with a national Preferred Provider Organization (PPO), which has a 
network of hospitals and doctors in various areas in over 40 states. The doctors and hospitals participat-
ing in this network have agreed to provide services to Plan members at pre-negotiated discounted rates. I' 
You always have the right to choose a PPO provider or a non-PPO provider for medical treatment. 

When a PPO hospital is utilized for Medical, Surgical, or Maternity reasons, the Plan prorates the dis
count between the room and board and the hospital miscellaneous. The discounted room and board I 
charges will then be paid at 100% and the discounted hospital miscellaneous charges will be paid at . 
90%. Although mental conditions and substance abuse confmement will continue to be paid at 50%, 
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January 28, 1993 

VIA FAX (406) 444-2105 

State of Montana 
Members of the Senate Committee 

on Business and Industry 
Montana State Senate 
State Capitol 
Helena, Montana 59620 

RE: SENATE BILL NO. 218 

Dear Senate Committee Members: 

P.3 

Dispensing Control With Care 

SENATE BUSINESS & INlJUSTR'f 

EXHIBIT NO" I ~, 
DATE J 0< q '2 
Bill NO. Sf; A If 

I am writing to you on behalf of Pharmacy Management Services, Inc. (PMSI) to 
offer our comments in opposition to Senate Bill 218, Itan act revising the laws 
relating to out-af-statemail service pharmacies". 

PMSI is the country's leading independent national provider of medications, 
medical products and cost containment services to workers' compensation payers 
and claimants. 

PMSI supports Montana's existing regulatory scheme which conforms to the model 
disclosure legislation, meets constitutional requirements and legitimate needs, and 
guarantees nonresident pharmacies the opportunity to provide high-qualitY, home~ 
delivered pharmacy 'services to Montana citizens. 

While PMSI supports legislative approaches which require nonresident pharmacies 
to be licensed by the states in which they are located and to register with the state 
Board of Pharmacy when they dispense medications, Senate Bill 218 would require 
nonresident pharmacies to observe Montana pharmacy laws while simultaneously 
complying with the pharmacy laws of its domicile state. Such a regulatory scheme 
would force nonresident pharmacies to obey conflicting laws. 

3611 Queen Palm Dn'ie 

P.O. Box 2024H 

Tampa. Ft 33622·0248 

j·800·23i·i676 
(813) 626-718!:S 

FAX (8\3) 622·7R22 
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January 28, 1993 
State of Montana 

Disptnsltl8 COI'l!tol Wilh Carl' 

Senate Committee on Business and Industry 
RE: Senate Bill No. 218 

P.4 

We ask that the Senate Committee oppose SB 218 and consider following the lead 
of other states which have successfully implemented rules establishing a statutory 
framework (Le., California, Kentucky, Maine, Minnesota, Missouri, South Carolina, 
Texas, Virginia, Washington, West Virginia, and Wyoming). 

PMSI supports high standards for the practice of pharmacy and continues to 
provide consumers with pharmacy services meeting these standards. 

Sincerely, 

PR~;NkENT SERVICES, INC. 

Jolin J. Riccardi, R.Ph. 
Director of Pharmacy Services 

JR/rd 
982.JR 
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THRIFT DRUG, INC. 
~---------' ... 

A Sub$idiary of J.e. Penney Coml'any. Inc .• 615 Alpha DriV9 • Plttsbur.;h. PA 15238·2876 

VlA FAX 

The Honorable John Lynch 
Chairman 
Committee on Business and Industry 
Montana State Senate 
State Capitol 
Helena, Montana 59620 

January 28, 1993 

SENATE BUSINESS & INOUSTRY 

:~:BIT ~/Mf, 
BILL NO .• 56 £!r 

RE: Senate Bill 218 

Dear Chairman Lynch: 

I am writing on behalf of Thrift Drug, Inc. and its mail service pharmacy 
division doing business as Express Pharmacy Services ("EPS"), to express our 
strongest opposition to Senate BiiI 218. 

EPS fully respects and supports the Legislature's intention of ensuring the 
health and safety of prescription drug patients in Montana. However, enacting 
any law which would require strict compliance with prOl'....edurallaws which are 
specific to Montana would place an undue burden on non-resident pharmacies 
dispensing prescriptions into Montana. 

Specifically, section 3(2) of the bill would require mail service pharmacies 
to employ pharmacists registered in Montana to dispense prescriptions being 
delivered to patients in Montana. All of our pharmacists are licensed with the 
resident board of pharmacy in the state which the pharmacy is located. To 
require additional licensing for every state would be operationally impossible. 
likewise, section 3(3) of the bill imposing the submission and approval of a 
"utilization plan for the employment of pharmacy technicians" would also be 
placing an undue burden on out-of-state pharmacies' operations. 

The United States Supreme Court has established a test to determine 
whether or not a state statute unconstitutionally burdens interstate commerce. 
In Pike v. Bruce, Inc., 397 U.S. 137 (1970). the Court established the following 
two-part test: 
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1 )Is the burden imposed on interstate commerce clearly excessive 
in relation to the local benefits?; and 

2) Could the same local interests be protected with a lesser impact 
on interstate activities? 

We believe that once the Legislature examines the sections with which we 
are concerned, the members will agree that the legislative intent could be 

! attained through ether means which would not violate the test set forth in Pike. 
Id. 

In addition. section 1 (5)(b) of the bill violates Pub. L. No. 86-272, 73 Stat. 
555. 1S USC §381 (1959). The principal operative provision of P.L. 86-272 
prohibits Montana from tmposing apportioned business income taxes on out-of
state mail servicepharmacies.ld. 

As a member of the American Managed Care Pharmacy Associ~tion, EPS 
fully supports model disclosure legislation for non-resident pharmacies. The 
legislative requirements Montana recently adopted as part of its Pharmacy 
Practice Act entitled: .. Out-ot-StateMail Service Pharmacies" take the kind of 
approach that began in California and has subsequently been successful in 
Kentucky, Maine, Minnesota, Missouri, South Carolina. Texas, Virginia, 
Washington, West Virginia, and Wyoming. The promulgation of rules for these 
new requirements in the Pharmacy Practice Act will achieve the legislature1s 
intent within the scope of the U.S. Constitution as well as continue to serve the 
needs of the prescription drug patients in Montana in the most effective and cost 
containing manner. 

Although we are unable to have a representative of EPS at the hearing, 
this matter is extremely important to us. If any of the members of the committee 
would care to discuss this matter further please call me at (412) 967-8173. 

Sincerely, 

(,)~~1 C ~ 
~~~~fth 
Govemment Relations Coordinator 

cc: Senate Committee on Business and Industry 
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[
, .. Bill. NO. ~ / f 
f's only numal1 nature. .. 

'ou like to save a few dollars when you 
hl?, don't you? After all, who doesn't 
I ke a bargain price in a bracelet or 
\'~··et? But,. when you buy prescription 
Ir~s by nlail, do you really want to 
lar~ain away your health? 

~ 

vtren you buy drugs by nlail, here's 
\,~lt you're 111issing: 

• Personalized service from the 
"drug expert" -your pharmacist-.. 
who knows you: 

.. -which other drugs you may be 
taking that would interact 
dangerously with your new 

.. prescription 

-whether you nlight be allergic to 
.. the new tnedication because of the 

'''patient profile" he/she keeps on 
till you 

I Your own "consultant," there in 
.. the pharmacy to answer your 

questions about this medication 
till and other non-prescription items 

you may want to use .. 
• Access to your pharmacist, in an 

; enlergency or on a 24-hour basis or 
... even at home when you, because 

of illness, can't get to the phannacy 

- ~------------------------------~ 

~ ...... 

The next tinle your health plan descri 1 

the "benefits" of tnail order prescript 1 

drugs, ask yourself these questions: 

• What do you do until the medic 
arrives in the mail? 

• What do you do if the medicine 
lost? 

• What do you do if the medicine 
stolen? 

• . What do you do when the l11edi 
cine you take runs out? How 1011 

will it be bd()re you can bel"C
supplied? 

• Do you really \"ant to receive lar 
than normal quantities of a medi 
cine, which can lead to abuse a\1' 
waste? 

• Do vou reallv deserve f()Urth-c1a~ . . 
health care? 

Let's face it: Your pharmacist knows 
you-the nature of your health probl< 
and why you're taking certain drugs t 

help solve that problctn. He/she kno\ 
because a patient profile is kept on pl 
sons like you who use pharmacy ser
vices. Your pharmacist also knows yo 
because he/she is right there in your 
hOlnetown, an illlportant part of the 
business and professional cOllllllunity 
serving you and your family. The ma i 

order prescription drug business docs 
know you or your special needs, the 
your pharmacist does . 
Do you really want to give all this up 
the quality of your own health care
save a few dollars? 
Think about it for a Ininute. 

We believe you' 11 agree: Mail order 
prescription drugs are no bargain. 
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MONTANA 5T ATE 5ENA TE 
SENATOR JOHN "ED" KENNEDY, JR. 
SENATE DISTRICT 3 
5567 MONTANA HWY. 35 
KALISPELL, MONTANA 59901 

Senator Ed Kennedy 
Testimony- -Senate Bill 2.../?' 

COMMITIEES: 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT-CHAIRMAN 
BUSINESSAND INDUSTRY 
NATURAL RESOURCES 

Cost containment in health care has become such a major focus of 
this legislature that there are those who seem willing to do 
anything at any cost to save money. They are even willing to 
believe that mail order pharmacy is the salvation of the pharmacy 
side of the health care system, even though we have clearly 
proven that the cost savings is a myth and mail order 
dangerous.What concerns me the most is that, in our desperation 
to find answers to the health care crisis, we are willing to 
believe that which is impossible to justify: we want to believe 
that dangerous drugs are like any other commodity that we buy 
through the catalog. The coumadin that killed the woman in Idaho 
is not like the down jacket that you ordered form J.C. Penney's. 
It is not like the toys you bought for Christmas for your kids 
from Montgomery Ward. Or, maybe it's okay that prescriptions are 
being filled by people who are--maybe--high school graduates, the 
same as who filled the box of candy that you ordered from the 
Sears catalog. 

Don't you believe it, fellow senators. Don't you buy that this 
is a standard of health care that we can live with. Don't you 
buy that the myth of cost containment is the altar at which you 
are willing to sacrifice every level of patient protection. 
Montana pharmacists want to take care of their friends and 
neighbors. The people of Montana want their home town 
pharmacists to take care of them. They do not want to be forced 
to get their prescriptions from out of state pharmacies. 
Put Montana pharmacist on a level playing field with mail order 
pharmacy and they will win the game, but the real winners will be 
Montana people. 

Montana's pharmacists have made their case. I ask that you make 
yours. Pass SB 218 
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